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U.S. Negotiator
Meets With
AlgerianMinister
By PAUL TREUTHARDT
Associated Press Writer
ALGIERS, Algeria ( AP) —
America's chief hostage negotiator, on
a hastily arranged visit to Algeria that
stirred fresh hopes for the release of the
52 Americans held in Iran, met today
with Algerian Foreign Minister
Mohamed Benyahia.
In Tehran, meanwhile, an official at
the Algerian Embassy sounded a
cautiously optimistic note.
A reporter who telephoned him from
Lebanon asked the official whether he
believed the American hostages would
be freed soon.
"We hope so. Be patient," he replied.
The Algerians are acting as intermediaries in the U.S.-Franian
negotiations for - release of the
American&
The U.S. negotiator, Deputy
Secretary of State Warren Christopher,
met for two hours here with Benyahia.
-Neither side released any information
on the meeting. Earlier, Christopher
said the U.S. and Iranian positions appeared a bit closer.
iiiir
mt
ashington,Secretary of State FdMuskie said the purpose Of iraChristopher mission was to provide the
Algerians With a "full understanding"
of the U.S. position.

•
L. W.'Dub'Lyons
Files For Magistrate
Of First District

LW. - -Dub" Lyons has filed his
papers as a May primary candidate for
magistrate of the first district in
Calloway County.
A bulldozer operator for over 25
years, Lyons is owner of Lyons
Brothers of Murray'.
Lyons, a Dexter resident, said he will
make a formal announcement concerning his campaign at a later date.
He is married to the former Margie
Nell Lee of Dexter. They have two
children, Steve and Janie.

Meanwhile,. Reagan ref used to
guarantee he would implement any unfulfilled promises left by the Carter administration.

Kingins Announces Filing
For Calloway Court Clerk
Billy Joe Kingins, a resident of the
New Providence- community, has announced that he will seek the
Democratic nomination for county
clerk of Calloway County in the May
Primary Election.
In making his announcement for
clerk, Kingins promised courteous service to the residents of the county and
promised to keep the clerk's office open
six days a week.
Kingins, a graduate of New Concord
High School, has served on the
Calloway County Board of Education,
farm committees and various other
community service committees.
The son of Billy and Edna Kingins of
New Concord. Kingins is married to the
former Shirley Housden, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden of Route
2, Hazel. They are the parents of two
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Billy Joe Kingins
children, Debbie Colson and Danny
Kingins, and have one grandchild,
Aaron Colson.

Volunteer Blood Donor Month and has
called upon millions of Americans to
"demonstrate unparalleled compassion
for the sick and injured" by giving
blood.
Through the iiipport and sponsorship

inside today
Sports editor David Hibbitts presents a preview of Murray State's conference season opener tonight at Morehead State University on Page 6.
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FROSTY THE SNOWMAN IT AIN'T — This snow creature at the corner of
16th Street and Wiswell Road is clad in unusual winter clothing in hopes
that warmer days may be on the way.

Reagan Inherits Inflation
Rate Exceeding 12 Percent
By GLENN RITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
A?) — Ronald
Reagan will inherit a 1981 inflation rate
exceeding 12 percent and a sluggish
economy that will push unemployment
as high as 8 percent, the outgoing
Carter administration predicts in its
forthcoming economic outlook.
The grim forecast, which parallels
other projectionS by the Congressional
Budget Office and private economists,
is the reason strategists for Reagan are
warning the president-elect that the
current budget deficit,will be 'tar
worse" than originally predicted.
David A. Stockman, Reagan's budgetdirector-designate, said Wednesday the
task of controlling federal spending —
in light of double-digit inflation and skyhigh interest rates — "is going to be
even greater than we expected.".
He told reporters the 1981 federal
budget is fast piling up a $60 billion
deficit, the same as last year's red ink
and double the figure predicted only
months ago by the Carter administration.
.
As recenily as last spring, Carter
vowed that the fiscal 1981 budget would
show a slight surplus.
Carter's budget for fiscal 1982, which

Local Blood Bank Asks For Donors
Murray and Calloway County
residents are being asked to roll up
their sleeves during January to give the
gift of life.
President Jimmy Carter again has
declared January as National

Murray MityOr Melvin B. Henley said,
SWUM Wtli,
400 cunducting di indepenAziday ttilit.--tidtifteiltioil of ivapeptifitg - AlapItialkte of the matter to determined
charges ofcsbishOndukiltare to c ltA 'any other charges might be applicable.
by registmet.-Ittair loader Kid two
FBI agents arrived in Murray Wednesmembers Vrthe
day to begin their assessment of tot:
force in
connection with a -bugging" at Murray
evidence in the case.
City Hall, discovered Friday.
The FBI - agents reportedly have
The mayor has maintained that on
return to their office in "Paducah to
"advice of the city attorney i J. William
review the data collected during their
Phillips I cannot name these ininvestigation.
dividuals or make further statements
The listening device was discovered
concerning the case prior to the hearin the squad room of the. police departing."
ment Friday night The listening
Henley also said today that it is possidevice, called a "body bug" by Chief
ble that the city council will set the date
Lee, was discovered taped to a filing
for the hearing for the pair at tonight's
cabinet in the Squad room.
regular meeting. He said the city is
In his first statement on the !natter
restricted from "doing anything" in the
earlier this week. Henley said the incimatter until proper notification has
dent appearer to result from rivalries
been given those involved, according to
"within the department" and "it's not
state statutes.
anything that appears to endzinger the
"We are in the process of preparing
public in any way."
charges against these individuals for
misconduct which isthe maximum they
" Henley said that the hearing before
can be charged with before the city
the council may be closed,if the council
-411,
--:..ettnciI,'llentey saldiVedhesday
ewes, buT
one or t of the in• ;Zero' . The case is also being reviewed by
dividuals charged could request that
the hearing be held in open session.
1 Bureau of Investigation per-
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Christopher added, however, that
"serious problems remain, communications are difficult, and time IS
running out" for the Carter administration, which has only 12 days before
President-elect Ronald Reagan takes
office.
_
Another senior U.S. official, who asked not to be identified, said prospects
for a breakthrough before Reagan's inauguration Jan. 20 were "very small indeed."

fair and
cold
Fair and cold tonight, lows in
the low to mid teens. Mostly sunny and continued cold Friday,
highs in the low 30s.
Extended Forecast
Sunny and cold conditions are
expected Saturday, with increas!
mg cloudiness Sunday and a
chance of rain or snow on Monday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.58
Kentucky lAke
354.57

Volume 102 No.6

Charges Sent To
Police Officials

Interviewed on the Cable News Network, Muskie said the facWhat Iran
had posed a series of questiOns about
U.S proposals indicated a "show of interest" in ending the crisis. But he added that it was not clear whether the
questions "revealed the full scope of
our differences."
Christopher arrived in Algiers earlier
in the day. "I don't want to say
anything more than I said in
Washington," he told reporters at
Houari Boumedienne airport.
His arrival, the third such trip he has
made to the Algerian capital, was
reported by Rehda Malek, the Algerian
ambassador to the United States who is
currently in Tehran with two other
Algerian intermediaries.
Malek Lad reporter in the Iranian__
capital he and the other intermediaries
had no plans to fly to Algiers today.
"We are busy working," he said, meaning negotiations were still under way
with the Iranians.
"The process is continuing and the
distance between us, which is still
in very large numbers,
be narrowing somewhat," he
told reporters as he left Washington to
discuss the latest U.S. note to Iran with
Algerian Foreign Minister Mohammad
Benyahia, whose government is the intermediary in the negotiations.

Nalkilv si

of the Murray Lion's Club, the MurrayCalloway County Blood Bank was
established hit 1974 in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Since that
time, the blood bank has been able to
supply the hospital's blood needs.
David Walker, chief medical
technologist and blood bank directOr at
MCCH, reports the bank maintains a
supply of 25 to 30 pints of various types
of blood at all times for emergencies.
Some 100 pints of blood are used each
month in transfusions at the hospital.
In order to maintain this supply, new
donors always are needed. Walker
hopes more city and county residents
will realize the need and benefits gained from giving the gift of life during the
January blood donor emphasis.
To promote the blood bank program
and to encourage prospective donors,
the American Association of Blood
Banks AABE31 is using the theme.
"Blood is life. Keep it running."
It is hoped this emphasis will remind
MI Americans to keep the supply of
blood running in order to insure an adequate supply for those who need blood.
Entertainer Andy Williams, who
became aware of the need for blood
when his mother used more than 80
units while hospitalized last year, has
been named Honorary Volunteer Blood
Donor Chairman for 1901 by the AABB.

is to be delivered to Congress less than
a week before Reagan takes office, is
expected to project a deficit of about $40
billion after 9740 billion in federal spending, gources say.
Th'at budget is based on the Carter
administration's econoniic outlook that
sees, consumer prices advancing at
more than 12 percent for the third year
in a row.
The Carter budget predicts inflation,
as measured by the Consumer Price Index, will rise 12.6 percent in 1981, about
the same.as last year and only slightly
less than the 13.3 percent pace in 1979.

ic Murray-Calloway Chaltribei'et'
k
yr nal
.".'W.eltecifoitsing is the same
Commerce and other chambers of comsort of effort at the state level. We Want
merce in the First Congressional
to go before the State Legislative
District are joining forces with the KenResearch Commission's Task Force ini
tucky Chamber of Commerce to
Small Business with a legislative
organize the state's small business
package that will ease the hardens if
community.
.over-regulation, unnecessary inAccording.to local chamber president
spections by state agencies and proPaul Kiesow "We are co-sponsoring a
blems created by the state's system of
district meeting of businessmen and
taxation," Congleton said.
businesswomen who own or manage
"Many local chambers have been
what . one would consider a small
working on these problems for spine
business to be held Jan. 12, 1981 in
time. We want to help coordinate this
Hopkinsville. The purpose of the
effort and hear from all our small
meeting will be to addreSS small
business operators whether they're
business problems and needs and
chamber members or not. We want a
create programs to help solve some of
unified voice for small business," Conthose problems," Kiesow said.
gleton said.
The conference is being organized by
the Kentucky Council on Small
Business,a newly created council of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
, "For years small businesses have
suffered almost silently due to problems' created by state and federal .
Two other persons have filed for
legislation. Last year small business
races in the May Primary Election, acleaders spoke out`at the federal level
cording to county clerk Marvin Harris.
when President Carter called for a
Louie B. Valentine has filed for
White House Conference on Small
magistrate from District 2, Gil Hopson
-Business. Sixty-four priority',legislative
is currently serving as magistrate from
proposals were adopted at the con-.
that district.
ference and a number of them have
In the race for county clerk, Billy Joe
become law," said state council chairKingins has filed papers for that posiman,Robert Congleton of Lexington.
tion.

Two More Persons
File For Offices
In May Primary

itton-Estabtishes-Scholarship
Fund For Tilghman Graduates
A perpetual scholarship fund to assist
graduates of Paducah Tilghman High
School who wish to attend Murray State
University' has been established with a
donation from Thomas R. Whitton of
Paducah.
Whitton, -. president of Corporate
Finance Associates, Business Consultants, Paducah, recently gave
$10,000 to the Murray State University
Foundation to establish the fund. Whitton, a 'native of Speedway, Ind.,
graduated from Murray State in 1963
with a bachelor of science degree in
business administration.
The fund Will be known as the
"Thomas R. Whitton Scholarships" and
be administered by the Foundation, according to Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
executive director. Hogancamp said
the amount of the scholarships will be
at least $600 per year, payable at the
rate of $300 per semester.
The first scholarships may be awarded in September. Recipients must have
at least a 2,75 grade average and give
evidence of interest in school and community' activities. Financial need will
be a consideration.
Scholitship applications will become
available from the Murray State School
Relations Office, the Murray State
Foundation and Paducah Tilghman
High School. Applications will be
reviewed by officials from Murray
State, Paducah Tilghman and Whitton.
Approximately 47 percent of Paducah
Tilghman High School graduates each
year attend institutiOns of higher
education, according to Jim Jackson,
principal.
Enrollment at Paducah Tilghman is
1,270 studeats. The school was
established in the early' part of this century, The present building was constructed in 1954.
Whitton said he made the gift out of
appreciation for his alma mater and of

a desire to help young people of
Paducah. Whitton has been active in
development work in Paducah including helping to obtain financing for
the Paducah Convention Center convplex which is. presently under construction.
After graduation from Murray State,
Whitton was recruited by a division of
Borg Warner for a management training program. He was next assigned to a
company district office in No:thern
Ohio and soon was named manager of
the office, the youngest man in the firm
ever to be given the position.

Whitton returned to west Kentucky in
October of 1968 and founded his own
firm, specializing in the sale of industrial hydraulic and power
transmission equipment. In 1978, he
joined Corporate Finance Associates
CFA I,
brokerage and consulting
firm.
In 1980, Whitton was named "Man of
the Yearatby CFA for work in helping
negotiate the $10.2 million Sale ot the
Executive Inn in Evansville, Ind., the
sale of a Mayfield clothing manufacturing firm and his work with the PaducahConvention ('enter complex.

WHITTON GIFT — A scholarship fund for graduates 01 Padui. ah Tilghman
High School who wish to attend Murray State University has been
established with a donation of 310,000 from Thomas R..Whitton. middle
of Paducah. Accepting the gift are Or, Constantine W. Curris, right Murray
State president, and Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, Murray State Foundation
executive director. Whitton, a 1%3 alumnus of the institution. is manager
of Corporate finance Associates of Paducah, a brokerage and onsulting
firm.
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COOKING1 Reunion

Miss Patricia Robinson Is- Married To
Mr. McCuiston In Ceremony At Church

FuN1 By Sedalia Graduates

The wedding of Miss
Patricia A. , Robinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Robinson, and
Steven 1. MeCuiston, son of
Mr and Mrs. W D. McCuiston, was solemnized in a
double ring ceremony on Nov
21 at the First Baptist Church.
The Rev. Dr Bill Whittaker
officiated at the wedding. A
program of nuptial music was
presented by Jay. Fern, pi:must
and soloist. accompanied by
.1111 Mitchell. Janet Wolfe ,on
the flute. and Debbie Roessler
on the clarinet.
The sanctuary was centered
with two heart shaped
candelabra. Accenting • the,
candles were a variety of
tp•eenery and ivy entwined.
The family pews were marked
large satin bows.
Miss Kathy Pauer kept the
register at the entrance of the
church, lighting the candles
were Jim Day and Joe

crystals, pearls, and embroidery. which twilled a
cathedral length tram effect.
acktrned with a wide satin bow
al the wrist back. Her hemline
was enhanced 01 matching
lace and crystal pleated
fit/WOO ruffle.
The headpiece was an open
crown Juliet with Venice lace.
The veil of-Silk illusion edged
in Venice lace accented with
tiny seed pearls formed a
tram length veil. ''''
She carried a silk bouquet of
wlute and maroon roses, pink
and blue daisies, bobs
breath, and long salt!]
streamers tied in love knots
with tiny pink and blue daisies
and batiy's breath entwined.
Miss Ginger Mitchell served
as maid of honor. rthe,
bridesmaids were
Miss
Melanie .tion. Miss Tammy
Lax.and Miss.Leslee Grogan.
The attendants were attired
in identical floor length gint ns
rhornas.
of navy blue. White baby's
The Bride
breath and tiny pink and blue
The bride was escorted by. silk flowers were worn in their
her father and given in mar- hair.
riage by her parents. She wore
They carried large silk hand
tn all white formal gown of
bouquets with mar in and
silk organza trimmed with im- blue flowers accented bs.
ported French Alencon em- baby's breath and long satin
broidered lace and featuring multicolored streamers.
an empire bodice with crystal
Miss Karen Whittaker servand Queen Anne neckline.
ed as flower girl. She wore a
The cuffs were stitched in similar formal length gown
matching lace with crystal and carried a small wicker
pleated flounce t uf e and tine
asice7--silo
sleeves were Gibson girl style. multicolored flowers.
The sheer skirt overlay with
The Groom
pleats featured appliques of
The groom was attired in a
powder blue tuxedo. HiS silk flowers.
__Mrs. .Debbie Day, Miss
The five-tiered wedding
Frances Lee, and Miss Kathy
boutonniere was a burgundy
30. 9'15 - 2 00 Sat .S1-01
rose accented with baby's cake, made . by the bride's
Pauer.
----No Passesbreath as was the fathers of mother, featured a fountain
For the couple's going away
with blue flowing water and
Pastes
ensembles,they chose to wear
the bridalspiale.„.._
as best .witis decorated with pink, blue:: 1:- ,11111014prilkOnters with
man.. Groomsmen were, Kent and white roses. Inside the their initials embroidered on
705
them.
McCuiston, Glen McCUiston, tiers were lace hearts, love
and Glen Ringstaff. Ushers birds, and wedding bells. The
Rehearsal Dinner
topped
was
bride
cake
by
a
The rehearsal dinner was
Central CR • 753-1314
were Jimmy Day and Joe
and
statuette.
groom
,
held at the Colonial House
Thomas.
Inds Tonitee ; 15,5 Si
Punch, provided by Jewell Smorgasbord. Places were set
hi God We Trost(PG)
They all wore navy blue tuxsilver
from
served
a
STARTS TOMORROW
for approximately 30 persons.
edoes with powder blue ruffled Lee. was
,:.-41101•0ER REEVE
Bridal Events'
shirts. Each wore a maroon punch bowl flanked by crystal
,ANE SE'Mecti
. Several events were held in
rose boutonniere accented dishes of mints and nuts.
SOMEWHERE
Serving- at the reception honor of the couple including
with baby's breath.
IN TIME
A household shower was
Jeff Thomas served as the were Mrs. Karen McCuiston.
ringbearer. He was-attired in
- a formal identical suit to-the
7..9 05 -1 0051al Sun
groomsmen and wore a
maroon rose boutonniere. He
NB Patti
carried a white satin pillow
Chevy
bearing the wedding rings.
Hanson
also
Mrs. Robinson, mother of
SEEPAS
Frances Drake
the bride, chose to wear a forOD
mal length dress of cranberry
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 9, 1981
crepe. The groom's mother
wore a formal length dress of
What kind of day will tomor- GEMINI
mint green crepe. They had row be? To find out what the (May 21 to June 20)
No Posses
A pleasure trip may be more
corsages of white carnations stars say, read the forecast
—
fun if you include loved ones.
given for your birth Sign.
andbaby'sbreath.
LINE WIIDIR
IRK
PRNOR
Some difficulty concerns
The - bride's "getandmother,
children. Watch erratic work
STIR • Mrs. Floy Caldwell. wore a
ARIES
habits.
CRAZY
formal length dress of blue (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You may receive an invita- CANCER
—double ICnit polyester and was
(June 21 to July 22) 0
0
presented a corsage of white tion to travel. Social life has
Check costs before going
7 15,9 30 - 2 00Sat Sul
ups and downs. A heart-toCarnations.
ahead with a homeheart talk settles differences.
No Posses
Reception
improvement plan. See what
TAURUS
Met, Clyde S. Mere Bock
following- the ceremony a
work you're capable of doing
(Apr.20 to May 20 t$
reception was beld in the
You may be sluggish* or yourself:
fellowship-ball ofthe Church. Grky •Whicea
careless on the job. Be cordial LED
The bridal table, draped
ClAtg
can"
to higher-ups. Joint financial (July23to Aug.22)
Delay
in making a decision
with white lane°,-held a large
dealings are favored. A
Chest,' Or •7513314
could irritate a loved one. A
centerpiece of coordinating
private chat augurs well.
trip may have to be canceled,
but you still can go out.
*
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Watoh expenditures on do-ityourself projects. Relaxing at
..Mod
•111011.
home the best medicine for
nerves. A close tie wants to
help.
LIBRA
(Sept. 2,3 taOct. 22 ) —
Though a drive in the country offers pretty scenery, you.
may run into difficulties.
Watch costs in pursuit of
pleasure.

9

Your Individual
Horoscope

'<C.+
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Corned Beef Sandwiches
Egg Beet Salad Coffee

•••••

Proposed Quality
Procedures Aimed
in Infant Formulas

held at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church given
by Jewell Lee, Frances I.ee,
and Cathy Lee.
Cel-workers on second and
third floors of Sparks Hally
Murray State University,
entertained with a surprise
shower.
Clovis Jones, Dottie McCuiston,,Hilda Hart, Varlene
Marr, Edna Lee Wilson. Jimmie Lee Stubblefield, and
Tillie Geurin were hostesses
for a household shower at the
Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank. - •
A personal shower was held
at the Fellowship Hall of the
First Baptist Church with
Ginger,-Mitchell, Rita Evitts,
Tammy Lax, and Marla Alexmler as hostesses.
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Mademoiselle Shop
Court Square Murray
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Restrtcttons Now
Being Enforced On
'Check _Writing',.

Education, was the featured
speaker. He chose as his subject, "Now, Then, and InBetween.- Mr. Gardner is a
graduate of Sedalia High
School.
edbyieigh
Emperrosvod
Entertainment
Annwas
and also by former
cheerleaders who led the
group in the school "fight"
song.
Mrs. Shirley McAlpin
brought alumni up to date on
the many changes which have
taken place at the school since
the last get-together five years
ago. Mrs. Bob Denham led the
graduates in reminiscing
about their school years.
District Judge Sid Easley of
Murray, president of the
organization, expressed his
appreciation to those who
helped organize the event.
Reunions of Sedalia
graduates are held each five
years.
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AROUND THE WORLD
PROTECTED with
RIVERSIDE AUTO
INSURANCE
A riverside policy contains no territorial
restrictions. It protects
you any time, any place
around the world. See
your Riverside agent
today for more information about the extra plus coverages of
Riverside's low cost
auto
insurance,
especially designed for
careful drivers.

KING- LANDOLT
The
Insurance Center
of Murray
901 Sycamore

753-8355
RIVERSIDE INSURANCE COMPANY
BATTLE CIIVIik 1.1•0•141•A
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EGG BEET SALAD
A tangy offering.
1 ounce can sliced beets
8.4
cup Cider vinegar
"S cup water
1 tablespoon sugar
1.4 to
"
4 teaspoon salt
API Col4 eggs, hard-cooked and
lege admissions decisions
shelled
typically are based on several
1 small onion, thinly sliced
criteria and are not likely to
and separated into rings
depend solely on one factor
Salad greens
such as academic achieveIn a 3-cup round container
ment,says a study released by
one about 4 by
inches is
the College Board.
perfect ) or bowl, stir together
Thirty-one percent of the
the beet juice ( reserve beets),
1,463 institutions answering
vinegar, water, sugar and
the survey said high school
salt. Add the eggs; top with
academic performance was
the onions and then the reservthe single most important faced beets. Gently press down so
tor in making admissions deciliquid at least partially covers
'
mons,and an additional 34 perbeets. Cover and chill overcent said it was very impornight. At serving time, artant.
range the beets and onion
Aptitude tests, such as the
rings on salad greens; slice
College Board's Scholastic Apthe eggs their white rims will
titude Test I SAT), were conbe a pretty reddish-pink color
sidered either the most imporand add. Makes 4 servings.
tant factor or a very, important one by 44 percent of the
responding institutions. That
was followed by the pattern of
high school subjects completed, 26 percent: interviews,
15 percent; and recommendations from a student's high
WASHINGTON )AP) —
Proposed quality control pro- school, 13 percent.
cedures- in the making of infant formulas are aimed at ensuring that the formulas contain all the nutrients" needed
for a child's growth and
g AdRIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
ministration on Tuesday proposed requiring manufac- (AP) — The Central Bank
says in order to "bring moraliturers to test the product for
ty back to check-writing in
proper ingredients and
Brazil" that anyone who
nutrient levels at various
writes two bad checks in six
stages of the manufacturing
months will have the
process.
checkbook confiscated, the acThe regulations are needed
count closed and will not be
to implement a law Congress
allowed to open a new one for
approved last year after it was
two years.
disclosed that several forA daily average of 46.552
mulas marketed nationwide
checks with insufficient funds
did not have adequate chloride
were written in Brazil in 1980,
levels. Some infants who were
the Central Bank said. It Said
fed the formulas for a long
this represented 1.24 percent
time failed to gain weight and
of all checks issued in -the
suffered other developmental
country-.
problems.

Decisions, College
Admissions Based
_
Several Criteria
WASHINGTON

art\

SCORPIO
(Oct.
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV
There may be too much on
your mind to relax. Buy
something nice for the home.
Enjoy the company of friends
later.
SAGITTARIUS
I Nov. 22to Dec. 21)
Misunderstandings with
others are likely. Watch travel
mix-ups. Be cordial with
others. Maintain composure
and avoid argument.
CAPRICORN
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
You need to watch expenses
now. Curb extravagance. A
career
proposal seems
unrealistic. Enjoy relaxing
pursuits at home base.
AQUARIUS
Jan 2010 Feb 18
Avoid ideological disputes.
Accent charm with friends.
Downplay ego and don't expect everything to go your
way.
PISCES
( Feb. 1910 Mar. 20) X
You'd be W1SC to watch
credit-card spending. Friendships abet career strivings.
Someone at a distance may
change plans.

One hundred and sixty-rune
graduates of Sedalia High
School and their guests attended a reunion of the school with
this year's event held on Dec.
27 at the school.
S. Jack Gardner. a retired
teacher and also retired from
the Kentucky Department of

PARTY SNACK

Mr: and Mr's. Steven L. McCuiston

ft1;0°,2,13,1 -;

With Gardner, Speaker

addl
By Cecil) Brow ustou
Associated Press
Food Editor

412 Main

753-1272

•

Oldest Men's
Clothing Store
In Western Ky.

42 Years As Corn Austin

he

Miirray
Ledger & Times

Corn-Austin
402 Main

753-2472

103 N. 4th St. 753.1916

* We will make every effort to contact all businesses in
* order that ttley may 13articipate in this section. Our
* deadline for this section is Friday, January 16. If we
*failed to contact you please give the advertising department a call at...

***

753-1919
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e-4--4---Underhill-Smith Wedding Planned
G LIMON BOY
Mr and Mrs. Darrell Gibson
Ut 520 Broad Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Joshua Darrell, weighing
eight pounds three ounces,
measuring 2142 inches, born
on Saturday, Dec. 13, at 12.33
a.in at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Radio Station WSJP. The
mother, the former Joyce
Winchester, is on leave from
Murray Murucipal
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Roy E. Gibson of Benton
and Mr and Mrs. E. D. Winchester of Murray Route 5
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
Sally Poole of Henderson and
Mrs. Mae Gibson of Benton
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Vows To Be Read At
Woman's Club House
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Underhill
Murray Route 3 announce th,
engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest daughter, Anita.
to Ricky Smith,eldest son of Mr. an,:
Mrs. Ronnie Smith of Murray Route
8.
Miss Underhill is a 1980 graduate
of Calloway County High School and
is presently employed by Captain
D's.
Mr. Smith is a 1979 graduate of
Murray High School and is presently
employed as assistant manager of
Big K Department Store.
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe, pastor of
both the bride-elect and groomelect, will perform the ceremony .1!
Friday, Feb. 6, at 6 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House, Vine
Street, Murray.
All friends and relatives of ti,
couple are invited to attend. Only out
of town invitations will be sent..

Rumsell's Chapel
Women Plan Meet
Monday Afternoon
The Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet Monday. Jan..12, at 1.30
p.m. at the church with Jean
Pipher and Ginny Crihfield as
hostesses.
Dolly Lorenz opened her
home for the December
meeting with Mrs. Lorenz and
Alice Gould as hostesses.
The president, Lora Wilkinson, presided with reports
given by Gaynelle Williams,
secretary, and Roxie Jones,

V

Miss Anita Underhill and Ricky Smith
•

,trea_stirer.

Community Calendar
al
ts
:e

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

it

Thursday, Jan.8
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church with the program to be on "How To Cope
With Inflation."
Grove 6126 oseaT Woodmen
of the Wo,e,eA scheduled to
meet at c-9.m. at the Triangle
Inn.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall.

Df
St
Dr

Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Jamie Helton, 241
Covey Drive.
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at 6 p.m.
at the Triangle Inn.
Murray Middle School Girls
and Boys teams will play
Fulton City in baSketball
games at 6 p.m. at Murray.

NY

Murray State University
Men's and Ladies' basketball
teams will play at Morehead
State University with the
ladies to play at 5 p.m. and the
men at 6:30 p.m.
VALENTINE QUEEN — Laurie Rollins has been chosen
1981 Valentine queen by her sorority, Xi Alpha
Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. She will be among more
than
5,000 sorority queens competing for Miss Beta Sigma
Phi
International with the winner to be named in
February.
Mrs. Rollins is a Ritual of Jewels degree and has
been a
sorority member for 1'2 years. She is recording
secretary
and is serving on the social committee. The
daughter of
A. B. and Sally Crass, she graduated from Murray
High
School in 1978 and attended Murray State University.
She
is married to Eddie Rollins and they reside with
their
daughter, Amberly Susan, at 901 Doran Road, Murray.
A
banquet honoring Mrs. Rollins will be held Feb. 5
by the
sorority.

Friday, Jan,9
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and for
transportation call 753-0929 by
9:15 a.m. for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.
—
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Marshall County Full
Gospel Business
Men's
Fellowship (International)
will meet at. 6:30 p.m. at
Gateway Steakhouse. Draffenville. Charles Baker of
Paducah will speak at 7:30
p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
Friday, Jan.9
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Murray High School Varsity
Boys and Girls teams will play
Fulton County in basketball
games at 6:30 p.m. at Murray.
Saturday, Jan. 10
Both the men's and ladies'
basketball teams of Murray
State University will play
Eastern Kentucky with the
ladies to play at 5:15 p.m. and
the men at 6:30 p.m.

4
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Weight Watchers Area Director, Kay
Morrissey left, and lecturer, Janet
Housden look at the food on the
new Weight Watchers Food Plan
which will be offered to the public
beginning January 5, 1981. Kay has
maintained a 42 lb. Weight loss for 14
years. Janet, who has maintained a
63 lb. loss for 2 years, lectures the
class at Murray, KY which meets
every Monday at 6:30 P.M. at the First Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main
Street

Motorcyle races, sponsored
by the Benton Bushwackers,
will be at 8 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. Admission
will be $3 for adults and $1.50
for children 12 years old and
under.
—
Murray Squar-A-Naders are
scheduled to dance from 8 to
10:30 p.m. at the Woodmen of
the World Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m at
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center

The devotion was given by
Edith McKenzie on ''The Birth
of Christ."
Gifts were exchanged and
sunshine friends were revealed and new names wete
drawn.
Other members, present
were Daisy Wtckoff, Ruby
Harris, Ethel Walker, Toni
Hopson, Lavine Carter, Helen
Hanchek, Ginny Crihfield,
Linda Kelly, Shirley Garland,
Marian Fox, Mary' Elizabeth
Moore, and Jean Pipher. A
guest was Mrs. Henry McKenzie.

Sunday, Jan. 11
Mr. and Mrs. Harding
Galloway will be honored at a
reception at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank from 2 to 4
p.m. This will be in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary. The family requests that guests not bring
'fts.

P40ARYch
7 ."

—Celebrates 50th Anniversary—
Mr and Mrs. Truman
Turner of Murray Route 1,
Coldwater
community,
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary during the
holidays with their family in
Manhattan, Kansas
The couple was married
Dec. 13, 1930, in Murray Their
attendants were
Mrs.
Turner's sister, Della Hill
Adams of Coldwater and the
late Bill Adams.
Mrs. Turner is the former
Vila Hill. They have resided in
Coldwater since 1938. Mr.
Turner
operated
an
automotive shop from 1947 to
1966, and is now a retired
machinist from the General
Tire andi Rubber Company,
Mayfield.
They have one daughter,
Mrs. Jim 1 Nelda i Momll of
Manhattan, Kansas. They
have five grandchildren of
which two are married. They
are James and Shirley Morrill
of Oafley, Kansas, Bruce and
Ann of Memphis, Tenn., Scott
of York, Nebraska, and John
and Janna of Manhattan, Kansas.

Mr. and Mrs. Truman T

met

Derby Queen Candidates _Named
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
While the city was buried
under the season's first snow,
Kentucky Derby festival
volunteers were already
preparing to celebrate the
May 2 racing classic.
Fillies Inc.; the volunteer
organization that produces the
Kentucky Der,by Festival
Pegasus Ball add the
Festival's official souvenir
program,announced selection
of five women for the 1981
Court of Pegasus, from which
the 1981 Derby Queen will be
chosen.
The five are 1.,yrut Breathitt,
21, a Universibraf Kentucky
senior; Susan Burehart, 20, a

Kentucky junior; Gwen
Frances Hettinger, 19, a
sophomore at Vanderbilt
University; Barbara Jean
Lewis, 21, a senior at Miami
University of Ohio, and Laurie
Remmers, 18, a Smith College
freshman. The queen will be
chosen by a spin of a wheel at
the Fillies Derby Ball, April
24.
'The Kentucky Derby
Festival also announced a tentative schedule for other
events, including a balloon
race, minimarathon, derby of
cycling and basketball tournament April 25; a Frankfort-toLouisville bike race, horse
show, and Lexington basket-

SIMMS

ball classic April 26; a pro-al:
golf tournament and Ohl.
River steamboat race Aprii
29; and the Pegasus Parad,
April 30.

BENTON PATIENT
Jollene Price of Hardin wa,
dismissed Dec. 27 from the
Marshall County Hospital
Benton.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed Dec. 29 from th4
Marshall County Hospi ta I
Benton. was Porter Shaw 07
Hardin,

MURRAY

Mid.Wii ter Clearance
Junior & Missy

COAT
SALE

COORDINATES

1/4T01/
.3

OFF

Junior & Missy

Regular Values
78" to 525"

SKIRTS
Regular
11 00 to 4:

1/4 1/3
TO

DRESSES

1999 6999
Sparkling Winter
JEWELRY
Regulor Velues
3.00%24.00

OFF

4990

Junior & Missy

Warm Winter

TO

PANTS
Rewor Values
16 00 to 36 00

1/4T0 1/3

All Winter

GLOVES
„egui.,

3
9900

Values
550 to 16 00

414 1 1 99

OFF

TO

Junior & Missy

Junior & Missy

Winter

BLOUSES

Knit Winter

SWEATERS

R,gulor Volues
OC 'p34

HANDBAGS

Regular Values
12 00 to 18 00

ACCESSORIES

Rectular,,,e,

1 /4 701/30„
-41N111111.411111114

1/4,01/3

OFF

kaq,

1599

999 To62"

399 To

Warm Winter

Famous Name

LOU NGEWEAR

FOUNDATIONS

Rego°, values
)1 00 to 56 00

Regular Values
8 00 to 13 50

1599 To 3733

20°A, T.40%0„

Our Semi-Annual

FAMOUS-NAME

LINGERIE SALE
Regular 2.75 to 35.00 Values

1 99 TO

33
23

•••••••••••.-
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Possible help for tinnitus
Lawrence
DEAR DR LAMB
About
three months ago I began to
notice strange ear noises
After having an audiogram
and an examination by an ear
doctor I was told I had a
hearing loss in the high frequency range The doctor told
me there was nothing that
could be done about it. that it
was a common complaint
with aging I'm 64 He said I
would just have to tolerate it
andlive with it
If you can imagine the
sounds of bees buzzing, meat
frYing in the pan, water
running, a snake hissing and
loud pulsation noises happening all at once, that is what I
am experiencing I understand the word for this is
timaitus. Should I seek further
advice' Can you help me in
any way"
• bEAR READER
Perhaps you should seek a second
opinion. Ear 'noises may be
caused from something
simple, such as wax in the
ears, which is probably not
your case since you just had
an examination They can be
caused by some medicines.
including ordinary aspirin.
Sometimes they are associated with a hearing loss and if
a suitable hearing aid is provided after careful matching
with your special loss by an
audiologist. it can eliminate
the problem The improvement m
mg makes you
less aware of the annoying
sounds_
--ShIPothers are not associated with a healing loss and can
be benefited by a tinnitus
masker This device provides
constant sound to the ears
that literally masks the
annoying sounds Not all,

audiologists are certified
to
dispense the tinnitus
masker
if it is needed
The different things
that
might be done for
people with
ear noises are
discussed
in
The Health Letter
number 1210. Help for Tinnitus
Noise
or Ringing in the Ears Others
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
to me, an 'are of this newspaper. P0 Box 1551, Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019
DEAR DR LAMB -- I have
been experiencing a burning
type pain on the left side of
my chest for the past few
years I also find it difficult to
breathe through my nose at,
times I've had several complete checkups with EKGs but
nothing is ever found wrong
Can you think of what may be
causing these d.scomforts"

There is a history of heart
attacks within our family but
not at a young age Grandfather, al 7-3, and father, at 63,
died of heart attacks
DEAR READER - Chest
pain from heart disease is
usually neither burning nor
sharp It is more often a pressure or dull ache Burning
pains over the left chest are
more likely to be related to
anxiety-tension or muscle or
skeletal problems.
Some doctors Might think
you have neurocirculatory
'asthenia, in view of your

SPITAL NEWS
32-29=80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Irby. baby boy (Teresa ). Box 56, Dover. Tenn.
Travis;bab-y bey Jannene
111, 3, Murray.
Cobb. baby girl Brenda).
Rt. 7, Box '291-A, Mayfield.
DISMISSA LS
Mrs. Jill A. Knipp and baby
girl. Rt. 2. Murray;' Alice
Faye Goheen. 114 South 10th
Street. Murray; Benjamin
Shane Jones, RI 1, Murray;
Tirnmie W. Sexton, 603J-2
North 18th Street. Murray.
Celestina Henderson, Rt. 1,
Dexter; Mrs. Paney L. Griffin, Rt. 1, Dexter; Benjamen
W. Fields, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Betty Gentry. Rt. 4, Murray.
'Kristi L. Hargis, Rt. 5, Murray; Leroy • La-Porte, 7760
Cogswell,-Ittiffitilus, Mich.;
Mrs. Carrie E. Cunningham.
Rt. I. Murray; Robert F.
Thompson I expired), Rt. 8,
Murray. .

description and the absence of
findings on your examination
That is a term used for symptoms of that nature noted in
anxiety They are sometimes
seen in people who are
exercising above their level of
fitness
such as trying to
train too fast
Wily don't you eliminate all
coffee, tea and colas and try
to relax a bit more and see if
that helps If not, you might
want to investigate any psychological factors that may be
causing you stress

Louise Morris, Rt. ii. Murray.
Mrs. Vtrbie Paschall, 715
Nash, Murray; Mrs. Carrie P.
Huie, 1409 W. Poplar Street,
Murray; Mrs.. I.illie E.
Chambers, 806 South Ninth
Street. Murray; William S.
Grogan. Rt. 4, Murray.

12-31-80
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary E. Hendon,1116,
Mayfield; Mrs. Cynthia
Turner and baby girl, 306
Ogburn, Paris. Tenn.; Mrs.
Delores Casey, Rt. 3, Murray.
Mrs. Jane Ann'Blankenship,
Rt. 2,• Hazel; Russ H.
Workman, Rt. 1, Murray; Mitzi C. Anderson, Rt. 2, Murray;
Mrs. Anna Lou Tarry, Rt. 7,
Murray; ,Malcolm C. Hulse,
709i2 Poplar. Murray.
Mrs. Gladys M. Jarrett, Rt.
5, Murray; Mary Ellen
Roland, Rt. 2, Big Sandy,
Tenri.; Krissi A. Verwey, 118
Lincoln Drive, Mayfield;
Hugh Steven Fullts, Rt. 8, Benton; Roger G. Dawson. Rt. 1,
Adults 14
.
3
Dexter.
Nursery 6
Hervie Henderson, Rt. 1,
12-30-80
Almo; Mrs. Annie G. Heath,
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Markham W.
DISMISSALS
Leonard Ray Barrow. Rt. 5,• Drowns, 1600 Belmont, MurMurray; Mrs. Mary M. Hen - ray: John H. Elliott, Rt. 5,...
drickson, 517 Greenhill Drive, Murray; Hafford H. Orr. Rt. 1,
Hazel.
Benton; Mrs. Magdalene ColJoseph Otis Jackson, Rt. I,
lie, 309 Irvan, Murray; Bryant,
G. Walls,506 Cherry, Murray; Hazel; James H. Smith, 1667
Tammy L. Miller, Rt. 2. Mur- Calloway. Murray; Dennis
Brandon, Fern Terrace,"Mtirray.
David F. Wallace, Rt. 3, ray ; Mrs. Audis M. Gooch, Rt.
Murray: Louis 0. Giltner, Sr., 4. Murray; Mrs. Laura M.
Rt. 1'; Brookport, Ill.; Hafford Laws,Rt. I, Mayiild.
Adams. Jr.. Rt. 7, Murray:
The noted doctor. Sir
Mrs. Sandra J. Joseph, Box William OiTeF, died in 1919.
127. Maury City, Tenn.
Oster is generally credited
Martha Jane Brandon, 722 with the discovery
of
Sycamore Street, Murray; psychosomatic medicine as
Robert W. Westerman. Rt. 4. well as the development of
Murray; MPS. Lerlene, Hen- modern hospital procedure
son. Rt. 4. Benton;' Mrs. and medical training.

All Items Sub1ec <LEARAflCLE
To Prior Sale
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I'm 33' years old and have
been a police officer for the
past 10 years I don't drink or
smoke and never have, I don't
drink excessive amounts of
coffee or tea. I'm athletic, 5
feet 8 inches and 170 pounds

E. Lamb,M.D.

SALE

GUESTS HERE
Relators visiting in the
home of Mr and Mrs Norman
Klapp during the holiday's included their son, Gene Fairchild. his wife. Donna, and
their son. Matt, of Omaha,
Nebraska; and three of their
grandsons - Steve Fairchild
of New York City, Mark Fairchild of Knoxville, Tenn, and
Junmy Klapp, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James Klapp of Bowie,
Md Mr Klapp is now con‘alescing at his home in
Canterbury Estates after having undergone surgery and being hospitalized for 28 days at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital

By Abigail Van Buren

Ragamuffin Has
Plenty of Nothing
DEAR ABBY. My 5-year-old daughter, Penny, is in a
gifted children's class in pubbc school. She has a classmate,
Randy, who is a handsome, kind little fellow, but Penny
says _that..rio one likes him because he is dirty. She says he
wears the same dirty jeans and T-shirt, his tennis shoes ate
holey, the laces untied, he never wears socks or underwear
and he could really use a bath.
I told her that we like or dislike people because of the way
they behave, not the way they dress, the color of their skip,
the way Thiv wear their-liair, or what church they go or
don't go to.
Penny likes Randy and has become his friend.(She's the
only friend he.has.)•
I'vt considered writing Randy's mother a note telling her
in a nice way that her son is being discriminated against
because of his neglected appearance. I've also considered
buying the boy some new clothes and underwear. Or should
I just mind my own business? Maybe you have a suggestion
on how to help Randy.
OPEN FOR SUGGESTIONS
DEAR OPEN: Because you know nothing about
Randy's home life (he may not even have a mother),
express your concern to Randy's teacher. A child who
comes to school dirty, ill-clad and so obviously
neglected needs help. School authorities are in close
touch with agencies that provide assistance to abused
and neglected youngsters. A child in need is everybody's business. Thank you for caring.

Fantastic Dress'Sale!

• - fabulous Coat Sale!
Entire stock winter wool coats
Reg. 89 99 to 119.99

Entire fall and winter stock of famous.pame
dresses
Reg. 30.00 to 50.00

40% to 60% Off

9.00 to 19.00

•••

DEAR ABBY: I need your advice. I'm in love with a
wonderful guy who wants to Marry me. My problem is my
work. He wants roe to give it up. I'm a model (fashion and'
photography), and I've been told by experts that I have a
great future in thia field. Norman knew I was a model when
we met and it didn't seem to bother him. Now he tells me
that after we are married he doesn't want me to continue in
this- line of work.
Abby, I love modeling, but I love Norman too, and it's
creating a terrible conflict within me. I don't want to give up
my career, but I don't want to lose Norman. He's a very
stubborn, possessive man who has given me an ultimatum
- either him or my modeling. Please help me.
TORN
DEAR TORSI: If you give up modeling to marry this
stubborn, posses/Jive man, prepare for more ultimatums. His idea of a "model wife" is one who yields to
his demands.
• • •

DEAR ABBY: My husband 'Insists upon sleeping.in the
raw. I personally have no objection to this, but he is also a
sleep-walker. We have four children, including two teenaged daughters, and Ben has been known to roam all over
the house in his sleep. He has also walked outside on both
the front and back porches in this unclothed state.
When I notice that Ben is gone from our bed, I go and find
him and gently lead him back. Is there some way I can talk
him into wearing pajamas to bed? He says they aren't
"comfortable.- But,under the circumstances, I think he
should try to get used to them, don't you?
BEN'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Yes, If you can't talk Ben into pajamas, try to talk him into the bottoms. But settle for
shorts.)
•••

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a sd $1. plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (2)3 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 132 I.asky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

Super Sportswear Sale!

Incredible Separates Sale!

You'll recognize the quality! Some labels
removed.

Save on Blouses, shirts. sweaters, blazers
Reg. 29.99 to 70.00

Reg. 19.99 to 36.00

I.

THE SAVING PLACE

Sensational

Personality Portrait Package

$12.
tow 95
Packa9e Pfice

95c deFs'sh

40% to 60% Off

Your Choice 8.99
Entire Stock Hosiery!

Fashion Jewelry

Hanes, Underalls, Slenderalls, Today's Girl

Req 400

50%0ff

30% Off
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
(2)ex 10's,(3)5xTs(15) Wallets, and
(4)Color Portrait Charms
No additional charge for groups. Poses our selection
Satisfaction always, or deposit cheerfully refunded
Additional packages only $12.00.

In addition to our Regular Offer,
now you can get a

10x13 DOUBLE TAKE*
Decorator Portrait
for only $9.95
with the purchase
of your $12.95 Portrait Package.
•A °realise approach to Dual Image photography.

These Days Only-Jan. Tues. 6, Wed. 7,
Thurs. 8, Fri. 9, Sat. 10
Daily: 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
700 U.S. Hwy. 641 N. Murray

Solid and Plaid Shirts

Holiday Lingerie and Sleepwear
3.99 to 6.99

Reg_ 10 1499

Reg 1599

7.99

Fashion Sweaters
Reg to 19 99

6.99

Fashion Pants

Winter Robes

50% Off

Knit Hats and Scarfs

50% Off

Entire Stock ,

Selected Belts and Socks 50% Off

Reg. 15.99 to 19 99

8.99 ,

Better Jeans
,•'.1 qq
Reg

Jeans
Reg to 19.99

6.99

9.99
Quilted Jackets

Handbags
Req 15 00

Reg to 45 99

3.99 , 5.99

Floral Caftans and Floats
Reg 19 99

29.99

Storm Coats
Reg to 69 99

39.99

7.99

Panties
Reg 1 25 ea

4lOr 3.00

Central Center, Murray 10-9 Mon.-Sot. 1-5 Sun.

_
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C Copley News Service

10 Years Ago

NEW YORK API - With would-be
customers pnced out of the market,
with new construction buried in an
economic morass, with financing
demanding a tax lawyer's agility, real
estate people are having their problems.
But some of the industry's problems,
according to a fellow who relies on
some 34 years of critical observations,
were brought on by itself.
What problems?" William D. Patterson was asked.
"Incompetence," said Patterson,
who helped found and who now heads
Delaware's largest Realtor. Patterson
Schwartz, headquartered in the capital
city of Wilmington. He expounded:
"I told a real estate group a while ago
that we aren't a profession and they got
angry. But we're not a profession.
We're approaching a profession and
we're making great strides, but we've
got a way to go..., Patterson, it may surprise some to
learn, is also an official of the National
Association of Realtors. He is in fact-the
brand new president of its educational
arm, the Realtors National Marketing
Institute.
"If we have a theme for this year it's
specialization and professionalism," he
said. Education will be the vehicle.
"Edination and training is the bottarriline in this business," he said. It will be
proven again this year, he said.
Perhaps as never before, he suggested.
"The real estate business is becom-

ing more complex and competitive," he
explained. "For the time being, and if
mortgage rats stays at 14 or 15 percent, we'll need a lot of innovation or we
won't see deals."
Patterson's job for the year - he'll be
detached from his Wilmington office is to spread word of the institute's many
courses and books for, he says, "those
seeking to be more than sales people.''
It's a practice of many years, one
that helped build his firm to 130 people
grossing $100 million a year. All are
employees rather than contractors, the
latter being a looser alliance common
to most firms. It allows him, he says,
"to tell them what needs to be done."
During the difficult days he foresees
for this year, and probably 1982 and
1983 as well, the well-trained, welldirected Realtor will get the business,
says Patterson. He will, for example,
know creative finance.
As practiced through much of 1980,
creative financing means inducing the
seller to take back a mortgage from the
buyer. It can means tax advantages for
the seller. It can mean a steady, highinterest income.
The well trained agent or Realtor,
said Patterson, "will qualify the buyer
and have complete information on that
-perSon -When-We-goes to theseller. He'll
be able to advise on taxes. He'll know
the seller's needs and his investment
goals." In other words, he'll act professionally.

Washington Today
4

Republican Custody
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON API - Lock, stock
and bookbinder, the Senate is in
Republican custody for two years and
quite probably longer.
Last time that happened, Jimmy
Carter was in the Navy, Ronald Reagan
was in the movies, and Harry S.
Tillman was moving out of the White
House.
First, Truman sent a final State of the
Union message to Congress, and in it
confirmed that the United States had indeed developed the hydrogen bomb.
When that 83rd Congress convened,
28 years ago, Republicans had tenuous
control of both Senate and House. They
gained it in Dwight D. Eisenhower's
presidential landslide, and lost it two
years later.
This time, they insist, the pattern will
be different. "The momentum is ours,"
says Bill Brock, tire outgoing
Republican national chairman.
As the new Senate held its ceremonial
opening session on Monday,
Democratic leader Robert C. Byrd, the
majority boss until then, joked that the
Republican side of the aisle looked
bloated to him.
It would, after years in which the
Democratic side was the crowded one.
At one point, the Democrats held 68 of
the 100 seats and had to squeeze in extra
dekks, narrowing the aisles to do it.
They've got plenty of room now, with
47 desks left.
There are 53 Republican senators;
there haven't been that many in 50
years.
The duration of the Republican lease
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certainly will depend on what happens,
in the Reagan administration and at the
Capitol. Majority Leader Howard H.
Baker Jr. said Reagan will be sending
Congress his economic program early
next month. That is likely to be the key
issue - if Republicans really can curb
inflation and keep the economy perking
at the same time, "political rewards
sureiy will follow."
The president's party usually has
trouble in off-year elections, and that
will make it difficult for the GOP to
carve into the 51-seat margin by which
Democrats control the House.
'The Republican numberg.are promising on the Senate side. The terms of 20
Democrats expire at the end of this
Congress, along with that of independent Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr., who has
voted with them on Senate control since
he left the party.
Only 12 Republican seats will be at
stake.
That means that to reclaim the
Senate, the Democrats would have to
win 25 of 33 contests in 1982. That-would
take a reverse landslide, in a time of
conservative revival. It isn't likely.
, Not until 1984 will the Democrats
have more Senate seats to gain than to
risk; there will be 19 GOP ferms expiring then, 14 Democratic.
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Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Japanese Couple Coming From Tokyo
To Be Married In Murray Ceremony
Who said no one ever heard of Murray outside of Calloway County?
Hogwash! Poppycock! And all that
stuff!
Here's a young lady and her fiance
coming half-way around the world juSt
Lobe married here in a ''Kentucky wed-ding."
Sl?e is Toyoko Kokubun, a 30-year-old
Japanes I
etary who five years ago,
spent a
in Murray as a guest in
the home of lion and Bonnie Joiles. 1608
Keenland Drive. She was there in connection with a program known as "Experiment in International Living::
Under it, young people of varied nationalities live for a short-time in homes
in other countries.
Melissa Easley, 1610 Loch Lomond,
"the judge's wife" and a member of the
city school board, had spent some time
in a Philippine home some years ago,
and had been contacted by the
organization seeking help in placing a
young international in a Murray home.
When she discussecrit with Don and
Bonnie, they volunteered, and the day
after they returned from the 1976
Orange Bowl trip with the Murray High
band, of which daughter Jana was a
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The Story Of

-526

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy oncl Kerby Jennings
CalOterions.
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In a remarkable capacity of foresight, fiscal court purchased
180 acres of the Joseph N. Ryan Farm north of Murray for a
projected location of county-city 'park, sites for county buildings,
and to maintain open space in a town becoming closed in with mercantile and other business houses. The city was also interested in
developing the project, consequently the fiscal court agre,cd to a
combined recreational facility.
Old Salem Church, once a great meeting place for Primitive
Baptist congregations east of Murray, was revived as a house of
worship under auspices of the Blood River Association and the
ministry of Rev. Louis V. Moreland, to be identified as Salem
Baptist Mission with an enrollment of 24 members. Rev. Leon N.
Harp was Sunday *boo! director.
Rafhpages of holdup hoodlums exacted a toll on 'Jim Adams
IGA December 12 when two gunmen held up employees, locking
personnel and patrons in a walk-in refrigerator, and forced the
manager to turn over cash and empty contents of the safe. On
the same evening, burglars ransacked the store of Fenton & Hodge,
next door to the police station, and made away with $488.50 worth
of guns and ammunition. The break-in and pilfering did not arouse
policemen on the night shift.
For the first time in Murray's history, a warning was issued
from TVA headquarters in Knoxville that a shortage of electric
current was imminent. The gas shortage already had forced
change of plans to heat the interior structure of the new stadium
beset with construction difficulties, with the decision to convert
from gas to electric current. Grim prospects were in the offing
now that the unive;sity was tinder conversion of its power system
from coal to electric after the state issued orders to clean up the
pollution from its old vintage coal burning power plant, explaining
the institution was not relieved of its responsibility for clean air..
any more than the private sector.
TO Re

Continued

field commander, they met TOytike,
then 26, at Barkley Field in Paducah.
+
Although she and Bonnie have corresponded regularly since her return to
Tokyo where _she_works, living lira
'Wan apartment, it was her letter of
this past Sept. 12 that started the wedding bells ringing.
In it, she told Bonnie that she planned
to marry a Japanese engineer, 36. They
would like to come to Murray in
December and be married in Don and
Bonnie'
ss ouy„cii, ..,First United
YethddiSt.
Fine on the wedding, Bonhie wrote
back immediately, but not in
December. She already' had one wedding to prepare for that month.
- Daughter Jana, now a graduate drama
student at the University' of North
Carolina at Greensboro, would be married Dec. 20 here in Murray to Bill
Pltido of Greensboro.
When Toyoko got Bonnie's letter, she
didn't understand; and it took three,
late-night telephone calls from Tokyo,
including some rather tearful conversar
nonfat times, to work things our.
Toyoko and her fiance would fly to
New York about January 5, call Bonnie
-from there and come on to Murray to be
married. The wedding, tentatively, was
set for Wednesday, Jan. 14. They had to
be back in New York on the 16th for the
return flight to Tokyo.
+4-What must she bring and what must
she do on the Tokyo end to prepare for
her iniuiage, Toyoko asked in a later
letter. IF "Bring -something old,
something new, something borrowed
and something blue," Bonnie wrote
back. The rest, she wrote,.she would
take care of on this end - the license,
'minister, chapel; music, flowers the
works- and she has. All is ready.
Kentucky law requires a three-day
waiting period between the time a
license is applied for.and the marriage,
and it took some doing for Bonnie to
work all this out with',County Clerk
Marvin Harris.
Rev., Jimmy Stubbs, an associate
minister at the church, was lined up to
perform the ceremony, and the
church's chapel reserved. John_ Alexander, son of Eli and Sally Alexander,
will be the best man, and Karen Brandon, daughter of Max and Barbara
Brandon, will serve as the maid of
honor.
"We've got everything arranged,"
Bonnie said Tuesday night as-she and
Don nervously awaited Toyoko's call
from New York, then already 24 hours
overdue. It finally came through about
11 p.m. Toyoko and her fiance would be
here Saturday.
The wedding has been set for 6:30
p.m. Wednesday the 14th in the Hale
Chapel of the Methodist church, and
there will be a reception at the Jones
home on Keenland immediately afterward with friends invited.

Thoughts
In. Season
By Ken Wolf
For those of us who have wondered
why scientists always test new drugs on
rats, Hans Zinsser's entertaining and
informative Rats. Lice and History
1Bantam paper, first published in 1935
offers a partial answer • Rats are very
much like us:
...the rat...eats anything that lets
It and - like man - devours its
own kind, under stress. It breeds
at all seasons and - again like
man - is most amorous in the
springtime. ...The sex proportions are like those among us. Inbreeding takes place readily. The
males are larger, the females fatter.
Zinsser also points out that rats make
war on each other, but have not yet
formed themselves into nations
rat
wars are still tribal. He speculates in
1935 remember) that rats may yet attain our level of civilization and learn to
fight national wars.

20 Years Ago

"It's going to be close," Doi
calculated, ticking off on his fingers the
things to be done and the time remaining, "and remember, the MurrayWestern game is here the next night."
-A-wholeraft of Bonnie's friends-,such
as Mary Ryan. Charlene Butwell, Barbara Brandon, Dorothy McKenzie and
members of. the- Woman's gliib and
others, is standing by to help- once the
music starts,
Toyoko calls the Joneses her
"American family,- and periodically
sends them gifts from Japan. "She
sends lots of exotic foods," Don said,
"but we never know what we're eating
because the labels are in Japanese."
She prepared them Japanese dinners,
'and served them in her native attire,
although she had trouble with our
minute rice. Japanese rice is a raw, unprocessed grain and requires much
longer boiling and cooking.
She found American steaks and hamburgers "repulsive,- far more meat
than served in Japan. An averageized
American hamburger, she told her
hosts, would serve several Japanese.
Although the Joneses have three
daughters, it fell Bonnie's lot five years
ago to entertain their Japanese guest.
Jana was in high school: Suzanne was
living in Woods Hall at Murray State;
and Donna was teachine-in Paris.
Tenn., and had an apartment.
She even spent an afternoon in our
home, dozing on a couch while Bonnie,
-Cathryn and others played bridge. She
accompanied Bonnie to school when she
salostituted in a French class at Murray
High, and on a trip to Henderson. "She
was amazed," Bonnie recalled, "at the
wide open spaces and the many kinds of
livestock in the fields. She also said it
was the first time'she had ever ndden
in the front seat of an automobile. Her
parents live on a small farm in northern
Japan, which is quite a train ride from
Tokyo."
• Many facets of American life amazed
her, but the strangest of them all, she
told Bonnie, was Suzanne's giving up
her own bedroom and private bath at
home to move into a college-dormitory
..00m and share a bath with others.
Accustomed to having to go down the
block from her small Tokyo apartment
to bathe, she was puzzled by Suzanne's
move.
She took her sister a beaded purse
from America. Strangely,enough, it
was made in Taiwan.

Bible Thought
Moreover Jeremiah said unto all the
people,
. Hear the work of the
Lord,... Jeremiah 44:24
II Jeremiah were alive today, he
would still be felling us to hear
the
word of the tort We can do ihrs only
by reading rity Word, and by going
io God on prayer

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a • forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionrted articles to only those
which parallel the 'editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings ,on the particular s.sues
being discus.sea with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be
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The Kentucky Highway Department
has changed the intersection of North
Fourth and Chestnut Streets to a four
way stop. Red flashing beacons have
been installed and face in all four directions.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Martha
Jane Griffin,85
Alan Weatherly and Ann Battle of
Murray High School and Jim Emerson
and Gunny Locke of Calloway County
High School attended the state wide
Student Program on Kentucky Enterprise at Lexington in November. They
spoke at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club yesterday at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The Rev, Fir. Hugh Curtis Erwin of
Glasgow will speak Sunday at the First
Baptist Church.
_
Mrs. George Hart presented a program on her travels in Indonesia at the
meeting of Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood held Jai. 4 at the home of
Mrs. Harry Sparks.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is
"Move'with Elliott Gould.
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Jackie Cooper was named as a
member of the Murray Fire Department by the Murray City Council at the
meeting held at the city hall.
Deaths reported include Fredrick
Dale Parks.
The Rev. John A. Cochran, missionary from ip-gentina, will speak Jan.
9 at the Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene at Kirksey, according to the
pastor, the Rev. Robert Broyles.
Charles Eldridge, Howard Steely, Andy Rogers, Ernie Bailey, Hamp Brooks,
Marvin Weatherford, Don Oliver, Dan-ny Kemp, Nelson Key, and Danny
Phillips of the Murray College High
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America presented a program on
Parliamentary Procedure at the
meeting of the Fulton Junior Chamber
of Commerce held Jan. 5 at the Park
Terrace Restaurant at Fulton.
Claudia Cook, Faye Fulton, Del
Guthrie. James Mason, and Nancy
Baker presented the program at the
meeting of the Austin and Carter 4-H
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ross and son, Randy, of Houston, Texas, were the recent
guests of his mother, Mrs. Mary Ross.

0- 30 Year Ago
Murrayans had a weekend of rain,
sleet, and snow and the mercury fell to
10 degrees above zero last night.
Dale Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.
R. Parker of Murray, has been promoted to the rank of major while serving with the Army at Fort Benning,Ga.
Deaths reported include Mrs.'Lorena
Schroeder Wilcox. .
John Howard Downs, seaman
recruit. United States Navy,son of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Downs, has completed
his recruit training at the Naval Training Center,San Diego, Cal.
Recruit Alfred H. Murdock, son of
. Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Murdock, has been
assigned to duty at Fort Henning,Ga.
Members of the Kentucky Lake Camping Association and others interested
in camping will meet at Murray State
College on Jan. 9 to organize a unit of
the American Camping Association.
ye

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Jan 8, the eighth
day of 1981, There are 357 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history :
On Jan. 8, 1815, American forces
under Gen. Andrew Jackson defeated
the British in the last engagement of the
War of 1812,the Battle of New Orleans.
On this date:
In 1642, Italian astronomer Galileo
died.
In 1679, the French explorer La Salle
reached Niagara Falls.
In 1918, President Woodrow Wilson
outlined 14 points for peace after World
War I.
In 1979, as many as 60 people were
reported killed in antishah rioting in 10
Iranian cities.
Ten years ago: The United States
apologized for a bomb explosion outside
a Soviet cultural building in
Washington.
Five years ago: China's Premier
Chou En-Lai died at the age of 78.
One year ago: Diplomatic sources
said the new Sovtetbacited regime in
Afghanistan was continuing to execute
political foes.
Today's birthdays U.S. diplomat and
businessman. Thomas Watson is 67.
Musician David Bowie is 34.
Thought for today' Never forget what
a man says to you when he is angry. U.S. clergyman H.W. Beecher 08131887)
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Conference Play Begins Tonight

Trial Run Is Over For Murray State Racers
By DAVID 1-11BBITTS
Sports Editor
The trial run is over — the
Murray State basketball team
has had to enter the pit
without any preseason buffer
whatsoever as it visits
Morehead State for its Ohio
Valley Conference opener
tonight
Maybe the 4-5 Racers should

be grateful that the
preliminaries are tucked
away forever. Now they can
go about the business of dealing with the games that hold
the key to any chance of returrung to a postseason tournament.
"We cannot have less than
anybody playing their best,"
MSU coach Ron Greene said.
"Morehead will be a well-

prepared team.
"They are very cognizant of
the three defeats to us last
year. They are higher than a
kite."
Flying the Eagles' kite will
be guard Glen Napier who has
been compiling his 13.1 scoring average of last year and
his team-leading 16.3 mark
this year from beyond any

believable shoi oiuting range.
In Morehead's last meeting
with Murray in the first game
of the OVC tournament last
year, Napier's constant transAtlantic missile-firing forced
the Racers to return from the
most dire predicaments.
"We will have to keep
pressure on Napier to be successful," Green said. "The
game is going to boil down to

Bowie Says 'Cats Came Too
Close To Losing At Auburn
is a good sign this team is victory over Auburn.
Kentucky hit the first 14 free
growing up."
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall throws it attempted before
says the Wildcats had trouble Cowan missed one with 3:20
remaining. The Wildcats endgetting the offense going.
"When Auburn pulled within ed with 21 of 25 from the charifive, we were trying to tighten ty line.
"I thought they outplayed
up our defense and we were
having problems getting into us," said Auburn Coach Sonny
our offense," Hall said. "We Smith. "They deserved to win.
didn't accomplish a whole lot They beat us down the floor
with our offensive patterns. and got layups. They beat us
We moved the ball around a on the boards the way they
lot, but that wasn't good usually beat us, and we
strategy on our part"
thought we would be able to do
With 58-53 on the board, better.
Hurt got a tipm, Minniefield
"Our defense was the
weakest it's been," Smith
made a three-Wint
Cowan hit a field goal and said. -The backboards were
Hurt scored another to make it bad,_bue fast break was
Beamer. "We felt he was rine' wr-S3- and "dash the- Tigers' -alesaftMg. Pltysie'aily, they
of the top prospects in, the chance for victory.
overpowered us."
state. He has good size and
Cowan led Kentucky with 17
The Wildcats went into a
runs well. Jim is also an ex- slowdown offense at that points, followed by Bowie with
cellent student and highly
point, and Auburn committed 15 and Minniefield with 13.
regarded at Bryan Station as several fouls toward the end in
Sophomore guard Byron
an outstanding individual."
Henson led Auburn with 20.
an effort to get the ball.
Waller, who has been clockKentucky,9-1 overall and 2-0 Bobby Cattage, who had 12,
ed at :04.8 over 40 yards, will in the SEC, then built its lead was the only other Tigers
be second member of his fami- with deadly free throw player in double figures.
ly to wear a Murray State foot- shooting, ,solid defense and
The loss dropped Auburn to
ball jersey. His father, Bob, tipins by Cowan and Melvin 8-3 overall .and 1-2 in conlettered for the Racers in the Turpin to take its llth straight ference play,
early fifties.
"Jim is one of the finest individuals I've worked with in
coaching," said Bryan Station
coach Steve Parker. "He
plays hard all of the time and
operates with a tremendous
attitude. He has the potential
to continue to grow and be a
fine college lineman."

Jim Wailer, Standout
Lexington Bryan Station
Lineman, Signs With MSU

The 6-3, 135-pound Waller
started three seasons for the
Defenders and earned all-city
honors as a junior and senior
and second team all-state last
season. He was one of the
highest graded linemen for
Bryan Station this season and
regarded as among the top
college line prospects in the
Lexington area.
"Jim has great potential as
an offensive lineman," said
Racer head coach Frank

team's struggles.
at 51.4 percent.
-The only one who has been
In Morehead, despite its 5-4
anywhere close to his poten- record, Murray will meet a
tial has been Walt Davis," team that has also had to overGreene said.
come as lack of rebounding
Having been only a part- against usually bigger teams.
time starter, Davis is third on
Morehead trails its opthe MSU team in scoring at 9.4 ponents in rebounds, 38.2 to
points, with guard Lamont 34.1 a game, while the Racers
Sleets and forward Kenney have been edged 32 to 30 a
Hammonds ahead of him with game.
14.2 and 11.2 averages, respecThe Eagles have compentively.
sated for their lack of size by
,Davis also leads the Racers hitting an impressive 50.7 perin shooting, hitting 56.1 per- cent of their field goals while
cent of his shots, with Ham- MSU has connectal on 49 permonds the next hottest starter cent of its attempts.
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Will Coordinate Offense

by Charles Hurt, Dirk MinAUBURN, Ala. ( API
Kentucky's Sam Bowie says niefield and Fred Cowan to put
the Wildcats came a little too Auburn out of reach and ice
close to losing the match to the Southeastern Conference
Auburn when their troubled game 79-66 Wednesday night.
offense let the lead slip to five
"I knew if we kept our compoints with 7:30 remaining in posure we would come out
the basketball game.
alive," Bowie said. "We
Instead, fourth-ranked Ken- almost lost it at one point 158tucky charged back on scores 53(,but building the lead back

Jim Waller, a standout clffensive lineman from Bryran
Station High School in Lexington, Ky., has become the
ninth Murray State football
recruit for next season to sign
an Ohio Valley Conference
grant-in-aid.

thusiastic team during the last
execution.
couple of days.
"Morehead is playing very
"We probably had two of our
well right now, and there is no
best practices in some time,"
way to predict what we are goGreene said. "I hope that is a
ing Ledo.
good omen for us.
"I think we had better start
"It will be good to see the
fast after starting too slow in
big fellow in uniform. He is
the last few games. We will
moving better at this stage
have to be mentally prepared
to go from the initial tap."
than expected. He may even
play a little bit against
Greene said that the MSU
Morehead."
team had had a talk since the
Greene's other beam of light
Towson State game about the
after the darkness of recent
lack of intensity that is so
frustrations has been the way
essential to staying in the first
forward Walt Davis has
few OVC games.
elevated himself above the
"We got together and realized that nobody has been pleased with our effort," Greene
said. "The players talked
about the problem after the
loss to Towson State.
"The coaches have realized
that is going to be a tough,
dogfight year, but maybe now
for the firat time it will sink in
for the players.
Mike O'Cain, who spent the
"This would be a great win
past three seasons on the staff
for us at this time if we can
of The Citadel, has joined the
pull it off.
Murray State football staff as
"We have not had nearly the
offensive coordinator and
confidence nor are we one
quarterback coach,
shell of the team we were
(OC,ain, 26, comes to the
before. We have assessed
Racer staff after coaching the
ourselves and I do not think
quarterbacks and punters in
anybody is pleased.
1980 at The Citadel.
"Whether we can correct
"Mike O'Cain is extremely
our problems within a day or
intelligent, well-organized and
two is another matter. We
an excellent teacher," said
have an awfully tough initial
Murray State head coach
stretch (opening at Moxelgad
„;;In -ad* my
and a. ,...,..k4efffltereq;rtu clke;" —
deatiig8 w
1in, he
s
before playing Western Kenshown me that he not hly
tuck)' and Middle Tennessee
coaches well but also takes a
at home).
great interest in the players."
"It is time for us to fish or
"The type of quarterback
cut bait."
Mike played at Clemson and
As badly as the Racers have
coached at The Citadel is of
needed a stimulant in any way
the same mold as we have at
they can find one, the return to
Murray State," added
practice and the chance of
Beamer. "This should help
some playing time for center
him a great deal in working
Michael Bates have conwith our quarterbacks."
tributed partly to a more en"With Mike and Ralph
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Mike O'Cain Named
To Murray State Staff
Friedgen now on my. staff, I
have full confidence that our
offense will be a well-coached
unit," said Beamer.
Beamer and O'Cain worked
together on The Citadel staff
in 1978 when Beamer was
defensive coordinator and
O'Cain coached the offensive
backs.
O'Cain initiated
his
coaching career at Clemson
where he worked primarily
with running backs as a
graduate assistant in 1977..
He joined The Citadel staff
in 1978 with the responsibility
of the offensive backfield and
also coordinated the winter
weight program.
"A major reason I was attracted to Murray State was
the chance to become an offensive coordinator," said
O'Cain."I'm excited about being able to run an offense and
I'm looking forward to working with Frank Beamer)

Ti
Ei

toward the continued success
of the Murray State football
program."
O'Cain is a product of
Orangeburg (S.C.) Wilkinson
High School and led his team
to the state title his senior
season while being named 4-A
Back of the Year.
Clemson
He attended
University and lettered three
seasons as quarterback and
punter. He was captain and
Most Valuable Player of the
1976 Clemson squad and was
selected to "Who's Who
Among Colleges and, Universities."
O'Cain earned his B.S.
degree in recreation and
parks administration from
Clemson in 1977. He is married
to the former Nancy Farnum
of Orangeburg,S.C.
O'Cain joins Ralph
Friedgen, Mike Clark and
Mike Mahoney as new coaches
on the Murray State staff.
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ATTENTION MURRAY STATE EMPLOYEES

Hayes Named AP
Defensive Player
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK 1AP) — Cornerback Lester Hayes, whose
13 regular-season interceptions were a principal reason
for the Oakland Raiders'
return to the playoffs, was
named today The Associated
Press Defensive Player cif the
Year for the 19813 National
Football League season.
Hayes came within one interception of tying the NFL's
single-season record set in
1952 by pick "Night Train"
Lane when he played for the
Los Angeles Rams.
He also has intercepted two
passes in each of the Raiders'
two playoff games, paving the
way to victories over the
Houston Oilers and Cleveland
Browns and putting Oakland
into the American Conference
championship game, one step
away from the Super Bowl.
Hayes, a four-year pro,
received 26 of 84 votes cast by
a nationwide panel of sports
writers and sports broadcasters, three from each NFL
city. His teammate,
linebacker Ted Hendricks,
was second in the balloting
with 18 votes.
The other players receiving
more than two votes were
Dallas defensive tackle Randy
White with eight, safety Nolan
Cromwell of Los Angeles,
seven, and New England
-linebacker Steve Nelson,
Atlanta linebacker
Al
—
See or Call

Ed West
At Parks,. Ford
New or Used
Cars or Trucks
"TiostV Be
DiMart, Ahem*/
Is Vow
Deal MI* Sal"
044k. 753-5273
Nom* 753-30S4

Richardson and Buffalo nose
tackle Fred Smerlas, three
apiece.
Along with his 13 interceptions ( he also had four
nullified by penalties), Hayes
had 43 regular-season tackles,
nine assists, three quarterback sacks, 25 pass deflections
and two fumble recoveries.
Hendricks had 66 tackles, 19
assists, 91n sacks, three interceptions, 16 deflections,
four fumble recoveries and
two blocked kicks. Henricks
also blocked the only extrapoint try by Don Cockroft in
the Raiders' 14-12 playoff victory over the Browns.
Both of Hayes' interceptions
against the Oilers in the
wildcard playoff game were
pivotal. The first came in the
Oakland end zone, killing a
,Houston threat and preserving
what was then a 10-7 lead for
the Raiders. The other was
run back 20 yards tor the
touchdown that sealed the victory. Against the Browns, he
had one in the first period at
the Raiders' 33. The other
came at the Oakland 5-yard
line on the final play of the
first half, a desperation pass
by Brian Sipe of Cleveland.
During the season, Hayes
ran an interception back 48
yards for a touchdown against
Buffalo and had a 96-yard
touchdown return against
Miami wiped out by an
Oakland offside penalty. And
he had two against Seattle,
one paving the way to a
touchdown that triggered a 3314 victory that snapped the
Seahawks' four-game winning
streak against the Raiders.
Not bad for a fifth-round
draft choice out of Texa,
A&M.
"I was very disappointed to
go that low," Hayes said. "I
made up my mind right then
and there that I was going to
make the rest of the leagia
pay for it."
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Agent Worried About Image

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

AP Names Houston's Campbell
As Offensive Player Of Year
than two votes.
"We didn't want to have a
family feud or air our wash in
the press," Stewart said of the
contract stalemate. "It's hard
for the fellow making $15,000
or $18,000 per year and paying
$12 to see an Oiler game to
understand that Earl wants
more. We understand and
respect that.

dispute, said his limits as a
runner depended on his teammates.
"I don't start out each
season to gain more yards
than I did the year before,"
Campbell said. "More than
anything else, what I do
depends on the people I play
with. As far as the record
goes, it's something that just
happens one day if God is willStewart said Campbell, who ing."
wants a $1 million per year
Campbell said intends to
salary over six years, is only work hard
during the offtrying to protect his family.
season because "I think there
"Running backs in the Na- is more in me that hasn't been
tional Football League have a used yet. I don't think I've
short career span," Stewart peaked yet. I've got more to
said. "Earl has been unhappy give."
Stewart's attempts to
with his contract and he feels
Cleveland
quarterback he has to make a stand for his renegotiate Campbell's conBrian Sipe was a distant se- family. If some people
get tract were made easier by his
cond, polling 26 votes. San upset,- he hopes
they client's 1980 performance.
Diego quarterback Dan Fouts understand."
Campbell rushed a neargot seven votes and Charger
Campbell, who would talk to record 1,934 yards to win the
receiver John Jefferson had The Associated
Press only National Football League
six. No other player got more about his play,
not his contract rushing title for the third
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON 1AP) - Earl
Campbell's agent Witt
Stewart worries that his
client's public image will be
painted as that of a spoiled
and greedy pro football player
in his current contract dispute
with the Houston Oilers.
But there was nothing tarrushed about Campbell's image in the voting for The
Associated Press Offensive
Player of the Year. Campbell
was the runaway winner, earning votes from 43 of the 84
ballots cast by a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
sportscasters.
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College Basketball Scores

straight year.
After running 1,450 yards
and 1,697 yards in his first two
pro seasons, Campbell came
within 70 yards of breaking
O.J. Simpson's single season
rushing record of 2,003, set in
1973.

The former Heisman
Trophy winner's rushing exploits were made more
outstanding by the fact Campbell missed one full game and
parts of three others with a
groin injury.

NHL Standings
Bs The 41.cloted Preis
lanitheil lade:moth
Patnck Devises
L T GF GA Pis
N Y Islander,
X 9 8 196 136 91
Phdadelstasi
156 IT 55
25 lii
18 13 8 145 147 it
CalalarY
13 16 II 146 IS! 37
Walheadon
H SD 6 ID ISO 34
N Y. Rangers
Smythe Divisioa
36 9 5 175 133 57
& laas
Vamouver
Je 12 12 165 141 *
Cheap
14 22 6 153 '52 54
thiorado
14 21 6 LI3 174 :it
Edmonton
11 21 6 1.26 157 X
4
7 IL 194 15
inupeg
Wales Coadereate
Norris Danis
LAxi Angeles
26 11 4 17i 139 56
Montreal
5 13 4 171 113 30
13 18 8
108 34
Hartford
13 a 7 153 181 II
lIttslandi
10 21 8 125 lel 2/3
Deena
Minns Division
19 9 11 154 119 49
Buffalo
19 9 10 141 114 48
nneaga
14 18 7 IV 140 35
Boston
Toronto
13 5 5 155 187 31
10 X 10 137 160
Quebec
Wednesdni Cams
Patsbirgh 7. NY Islanders :1
Buffalo 5, Quetec 1
Winnthest 6 Toronto 2
Chicago 6, Colorado 2
Vancouver 1. Minnenta 1 tie
Edmonton 6, Wastuninn 3
Lon Arli,'eith 5. Hartford 3
Tuesday's Games
Detroit at &stun
&las at Philadelphia
Pittslargh A Montreal
Washington A Calgars
Friday's Carnes
Buffalo at NY Hangers
Vancouver at Winnipt*
Banked A Edmonton
Mmesota at Colorado

"Muhammad All Professional
noisier Muhammad -Sports,Inc."
Muhammad Ali.
Got it straight? Nothing to
Mustafa finally showed and
it.
.,
photographers scampered to
Muhammad fights Muham- get pictures of the two light
mad with each having a
heavyweight titleholders,
Muhammad in the corner and
Muslim brothers, smiling at
another Muhammad sitting
each other and comparing
among the relatives, not to each other's threads.
mention the Muhammad
Both are former street
(MAPS) which is paying the toughs .who adopted the
freight.
Islamic faith. And their
Also certain tob.t4ittinat_7)
.
:Atitd,,,ringside and taking a polite some animosity '`Wetween
bow will be the -biggest them. Mustafa was angry
Muhammad of all, Muham- after hearing that Saad had
mad Ali himself, who has no said he was not a good
investment in the enterprise Muslim, but that seems to
but who collects around have been smoothed over.
$150,000 per appearance.
Saad Muhammad was born
The two fighting Muhani- Matthew Franklin. Mustafa
mads shared center stage with Muhammad began his career
WBA welterweight champ as Eddie Gregory.
Thomas (Flit Man) Hearns
They are a pair of
Sister Nancy, a North Park and Gerry Cooney, the Long Journeyman fighters who
spiritualist who specializes in Island heavyweight hope, at grubbed their way to the top of
bumps and palms. Her real the friendly little introductory their division and now have
name is Nancy Marks.
brunch in the Garden's Hall of arrived at a collision course
Throwing psychic caution to Fame Room.
aimed at solidifying the fracthe wind, she said, "The
It was obvious neither en- tured 175-round championChargers will win by a big joyed the indentity factor of a ship.
score."
Astrologer Joyce Wehrman,
after studying the heavenly
charts, concludes that "the
planets will lean to Oakland"
early in the game, but will
eventually tilt toward San
Diego.
Normally specializing in
astrological forecasts of horse
races, she sees a down-to-thewire finish. The last team to
score will probably capture
the Super Bowl berth, she
said.
Las Vegas oddsmakers, who
depend on less esoteric
sources, have installed San
Diego as a 4-point favorite in
the National Football League
Panorama Shores On Kentucky
battle.
astrologer
Oakland
Madame Fatima shrugged off
grim predictions of the
Raiders'fate.
"I know nothing about football. but Oakland is going to
win," she said.
He's the world light
heavyweight champion, too,
WBC version.
Meet my managerial
Muhammad -the best,"Saad
Muhammad told a Garden
news conference Wednesday.
"Meet my manager, Ben
Muhammad," said Mustafa,
who acknowledged he had a
sister named Salilah Muhammad.
The bankroller for the allstar show next month is an
organization called MAPS
which, translated, comes out

Super Bowl In Stars
For San Diego Chargers
SAN DIEGO (AP( - A trip
to the Super Bowl is in the
stars for the San Diego
Chargers.
That's the reading from
three San Diego clairvoyants,
after consulting the position of
the planets and their mystical
powers.
Luba the psychic says San
Diego quarterback Dan Fouts
will be the difference in Sunday's American Football Conference showdown between
the Chargers and archantagonist Oakland.
"It will be San Diego, but it
will be very close," she said.
"I like the psychic vibrations I get from that fellow
Dan Fouts. Also the number
11,the date of the game, is important and a good luck omen
for the Chargers," said Luba,
whose last name is Stuiquist.
Sunday bodes ill for
Raiders' quarterback Jim
Plunkett, predicts Sister Nancy the Spiritualist.
"The other guy ( Plunkett i is
a Sagittarius, and Sunday will
not be the right time for him to
be playing against a team led
by a Gemini (Fouts)," said

-.A..eamossesissis-wessitaat-w-

By The Manistee Press
BASEBAL1.
%Aiwa League
NEW Yr ifth METS
Signed Toni
Ha 1.1•11.•11 piIctiet to • t
Of1,r4ct Mated lave Von (nail pit, her,
vfle)rAr contract F.reended tin con'
Iron of Mike Jorgensen fint basemanauthelder through Me IVO season.
HOCKEY
SWAM Harney Leave
DETROIT RED W INGS - Assigned
George Lyle, left wing. to Adirondack of
the American Hockey League Recalled
Brent Peterson. center Joe Paterson,
left wing, and Mike Blaisdell, right
wing,from Adironclat k
FOOTBALL
NatWest Familial Leaver
NEW YORK GIANTS
Neared MIII
Parcells defensive coordinator
LO

Alabama M.Mammoth St A
Canipbell 79, Cleveland St 73
Clemsonth,Georgia Ted,54
Dandles-1r, Cardinal M
Delaware Si 77,Southeastern 62
Delta St 71, Cent. Methodist 61
Furman 75, Citadel 65
George Mason 52, Bathos. 49
timoripai 99. Florida 74
Jacksonville 116,Casurgia St 67
James Madisod 97. C Weals:yen 5;
Kentucky 79. Auburn 66
Kentucky St Ia. Clark , Ga 75
Louisiana & 77, Vanderialt 61
loyola, kid IS, Pratt 57
Norlolk St 78. Morgan St 70
N Carolina 75, Maryland tio
Pan American 43,SW Louisiana 77
Stetson M, Wet Chester St 73
Tennessee 73, MI5•1181 ppt 68
Valdosta Si Si, Siena HeighLs 77
Virguha 63.N Carolina St Si
V MI 43,87 Tennessee St 42
Wake Forest 63, Appalachian St 42
ui 81. Yuungstua n St 59
W Virgni
MIDWEST
Ball St 85. E Michigan 72
Evansville 76, N.Kentucky 54
Illinois St 70, Quincy 59
Mars Hill 78. California St ,Pa 61
Miami,Ohio 67. Bowling Green 62
Missouri 83, LaSalle 74
Mount Mercy 69, Upper Iowa 67
N Illmoo60, Ohio LI 44
N Michigan 99. W 13 -Superior 67
S Mississippi 84. Marquette 72
Toledo 76. Kent St 64
W.Michiaan 75, Cent Michigan 60
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 92. Ala -Anchorage 58
Lamar 102, Prairie View AleM 61
Oklahoma 88. Stephen Y Austin 55
Oklahdriva Si 94, New Orleans 70
4W Texas & 11,56 Mary's 72
P5,5 Wen
Colorado 91.
-Parkside 51
Oregon Tech 70. Sacramento& 56
Redlands82. CC-San Diego 15
San Diego St 96 Nays 77
5eatiL75.44,Ugg WAchIneon Fel

Prep Scores
Bywilse Assnyta=ras
Boys
Covington Catholic 92, Covington Holy
Cross 56
&mon Kenton 63. Campbell Co 68
Conner 61. Boone Co 64
Erlanger Lioyd 72. Dine Heights 32
Covington Scott 65. Silver Grove 46
Wlutles Co 80. Bell Co 60
Tawnainewts
Henry County avilatlimal
Henrs Co 44, Eminence 12
Build( Central 63, Anderson Co 50
Palataville lavitatisaal
Paintsville 71. Morgan Co. 53
La waence Co 75. Magoffin Cu 68
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Lake

Phillips Leads
Field For Saints
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Team owner John Mecom Jr.
said former Houston Oilers
Coach Bum Phillips is the
leading candidate for the
coaches' job with the New
Orleans Saints, but the job
won't include the general
manager's duties.
"Obviously, right now, Bum
is my heads-on favorite, so to
speak," Mecom said Wednesday after the second meeting
with F'hillips in two days.
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Chicago 4 Baton
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Wediseadni Games
Manua 90
Indiana 112, New Jersey 103
Philadelphia 135. Sar. Antonio I@
Kansas (513 Il& HOUStan 188
lltah IS. Denver 117
Ilabas III, Golden Slate 109
Math 99, Detroit 94

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL,INC.

have more breakdowns thar
touchdowns.
The Cowboys, on the other
hand, appear to have their offense in high gear. They
scored 35 points to beat the
Eagles Dec. 21, 38 points in
downing the Los Angeles
Rams in the NFC wildcard
playoff two weeks ago and 30
points in their come-frombehind victory over the
Falcons in Atlanta last Sunday
to gain the NFC final's.
The nationally-televised
game begins at 1 p.m. Sunday.
at Veterans Stadium,

33

OLYMPIC PLAZA

For
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Size 12"x24"x96"
We have a good price while stock lasts
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DO YOU NEED STYROFOAM?

Eagles Preparing For
Showdown With Cowboys
PHILADELPHIA (AP) The Philadelphia Eagles are
in sunny Florida licking their
wounds in preparation for
Sunday's showdown with the
Dallas Cowboys for the National Football Conference title and a berth in the Super
Bowl.
The Eagles' biggest hurts
are at flanker, where rookie
Rodney Parker is the lone survivor. Charlie Smith, having
his best year ever with 47
receptions, is out with a
broken jaw suffered in the
regular-season finale against
the Cowboys.
Backup Scott Fitzkee, who
was out most of the season
with a broken foot, rebroke it
in the Eagles' 31-16 playoff
victory over Minnesota last
;weekend.
At tight end, Keith Krepfle
is slowed a bit after minor
knee surgery late in the
Season.
And running back Wilbert
Montgomery, the heart and
soul of the Eagles' ground
• game, is repairing after head,
thigh and knee injuries inflicted by the Vikings after a
Nilson in which he seemed to

By The Asaoriated PT r
dd lard Mardi.
Sudsy. Dec.28
American I oniereme
Oakland 27 Houston 7
National Coalerence
Dallas 34, Los Angeles 11
Divislimal Playoffs
Saturday, Joel
Americas Coaleresee
sac Diego X.Buffalo 14
Coalersire
Philadelphia 31, Minnesota 16
Sunday, Jaa.4
American Conference
Oakland 14. Cleveland 12
National Conference
Dallas 30. Atlanta 27
Conferesee (liampionsisips
Sunday. Jan.II
*ashcan oalerence
kOskloiid at San Diego
N•tiolial 41 onlerence
Dallas at Phtladelphia
Sunday, Jan.25
Super Bowl XV
Al New Orleans, La.
AEC chanipion vs NYC champion

Transactions

lit John a, NY IIVGArnatown Dc eo
St Joseph's GS, Barksell 56
& Peter's 75. New Hampshire 53
s.tanIIIS,P,ec2
Syranse 107 Niagara 04
VI=1, vathoie

NFL At A Glance

Campbell declined comment on new Oiler Coach Ed
Biles' plan to give him more
rest next season by diversifying the Oiler offense.
. Campbell rushed over 100
yards per game 10 tunes during the season and had 200plus yards in four games, an
NFL record. Campbell's 373
rushes also established a
league standard.

Title Fights Feb. 23 May Be
Enough To 'Blow Fans'Minds'
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
If you're confused by all the
ramiricatiOngbf bigtune boxing, wait until you get a load of
one of the four world title
fights at Madison Square
Garden Feb. 23.
It's enough to blow your
mind.
There's this guy Eddie
Mustafa Muhammad. He is
the light'heavy-Weight champion of the world, according to
the WBA. Then there's this
Matthew Saad Muhammad.

llse Associated Press
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Bigger Strip-Mining
Headquarters Farther
Away From Coal Fields
HAZARD, Ky. (API — The
state will soon move its
regional. office for stripmining enforcement from
Hazard to Jackson, thus acquiring quarters that are bigger but about 27 nules farther
away from the heart of the
area's coal production.
Officials of the state's
Bureau of Surface Mining
Reclamation and Enforcement say the move is
necessary because the Hazard
office is too small.
And they maintain that it
will become more cramped if
Kentucky takes over the
primary enforcement role in
strip mining from the federal
government.
That will mean the hiring of

$3 Million Suit
Filed Against
Louisville Downs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. !AP —
The estate of a motorcycle
racer killed in a race here last
year has filed a $3 million
negligence suit against the
Louisville Downs track and
the estate of a spectator who
died in the mishap.
The suit was filed Tuesday
in Jefferson Circuit Court by
the estate of David L. Jones of
Oklahoma City, who was 18 at
-the-time-ofIns-death last-summer. Jones was speeding
around a turn during a race
when his motorcycle collided
with a spectator who apparently jumped a restraining
fence and ran onto the track. .
Jones died about 45 minutes
after the crash. The spectator,
Michael Johnson, 31, of Knoxville, Tenn., died about a
month later from a variety of
injuries.
The suit contends that
Jones' death was due to
negligence on the part of the
track and of Johnson.
Claims made in a lawsuit
present only one side of a case.

more inspectors, the officials
say, as well as requiring more
space for such things as conferences and hearings.
About 21 inspectors work out
of the Hazard office, and getting primary enforcement
may result in the hiring of a
dozen or more new inspectors
The regional office has
jurisdiction over eight counties

War Prisoners Paraded To Back Iranian Claims
By FAROUK NA&SAR
Associated Press Writer
BEIRUT, Lebanon AP, -An Iraqi army spokesman
claimed Iran's counteroffensive was -rapidly running out of steam," but Iran
paraded nearly 500 Iraqi war
prisoners in Tehran to back its
victory claims and reported
nearly 300 more Iraqis killed
or wounded.
Iraq said its forces blunted
the northern prong of Iran's

Elizabethtown Mayor
To Review Signatures
On Annexation Petition
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
AP — Mayor James Pritchard must determine if there
are enough valid signatures on
a petition he received Monday
to force a public vote on a city
annexation plan.
The petition
with 49
signatures opposes the plan to
annex some 408 acres along
U.S.62 West.
According to a state attorney general's opinion, the
petition could have either
signatures of 50 percent of the

Woman Charged
With Arson For
Apartment Fire
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Viki Rudisell, 27, was charged
with first-degree arson in connection with a 650,000 apartment house fire Saturday in
which nine persons were injured and 72 persons were
forced from their homes.
Charles
Patritilman
Donaldson said the warrant
was filed after certain items
were found in the woman's
apartment at the Harbor
House.
The fire was confined to the
third floor but firemen said all
the tenants were forced out of
the 36-apartment building.

property owners or half the
voters, or both.
City Attorney John Arnett
said if enough people have
signed, the issue would be on
the November ballot. Some 75
percent of the owners must
vote against annexation to kill
the city's effort.
Ken DuPre, who brought in
the petition, said 73 percent of
the property owners were
represented on the petition.
He said the signatures cover
more than 90 percent of the
land scheduled for annexation.

counter-of tensive, to! ning
back Iranian troops trying to
recapture Gilan e-Gharb, on
the slopes of the Zagros mountains 330 miles southwest of
Tehran.
Baghdad Radio said the Iranian troops were retreating,
leaving dead soldiers and
wrecked tanks littering the
heights
snow-covered
overlooking highways to the
Iraqi capital, Baghdad.
Iran said it was the Iraqis
who were retreating at Gilan
e-Gharb. Tehran reported intense hand-to-hand combat
around the city as Iranian
forces battled to dislodge Iraqi
troops from the mountainsides.
On the southern front of the
Iranian offensive, Iran said its
troops pushed the Iraqis back
several miles from entrench.ed positions in the Susangerd
region, on the edge of the
Alivaz oil fields. But Baghdad
vowed to turn Susangerd,
which is 20 miles east of the
Iraqi border, into a "final
graveyard" for Iranian forces
if they continued their attack.
No confirmation of the conflicting claims was obtainable
since Western reporters were
barred from the battlefronts.
An Iraqi field commander
turned back a group of foreign

JuiLiiidiiSLS lio had been
given permission hi Baghdad
to visit the Gilan e-Gharb
front, saying he had not
received the okay from the
capital.
Iranian conununiques have
reported major victories since
President Abolhassan
BaniSadr, Iran's commanderinchief,, announced the start
Monday morning of the longpromised counter-Ofensi ve
But an Iraqi communique
derided the enemy's claims,
saying,
"The fact that it had been
technically possible for the
Iranian armed forces to
mount an ill-fated assault on a
few-kilometers front out of a
1,000 kilometers (625 mile)
battlefront which is inside Iranian territory is being
presented as a victory."
The first Iranian communique broadcast today said
about 200 Iraqi soldiers were
killed Wednesday in fighting
in the Ahvaz area and in a surprise Iranian -attack near
Abadan, the besieged oil
refinery center at the southern
end of the Iraqi invasion front.
It was the first report of an
Iranian attack in the Abadan
area since the counteroffensive began.
The communique said about

_

apparently using metal detectors reportedly took more than
El million in gold and silver.
"Fourteen cases have been
made that will lead to several
arrests," said one detective.
''And if the unit had been kept
together, more cases might
have been made and more arrests."
The breakup was ordered by
Maj. Howard Langston, commander of all criminal investigations:
"We're still working the
burglaries," Langston said.
"But rather than having one
group, we'll be able to put any
(detective I from any of the
criminal investigation units on
the burglaries."

Processes Underway To Build
Police Station In Somerset
SOMERSET, Ky. (API —
Mayor Dearl Whitaker says
processes are underway to
build a new police station
headquarters building and
construction may begin this
year.
The mayor said in an interThe
with
view
Commonwealth-Journal,
"We're in the process of getting an option on land now for
that project."
A new police department
building would move the law
enforcement agency out of the
crowded city hall and into a
new structure, possibly in the
Johnson Block area of South
Main Street.
Whitaker said the money for
the land would come from a
Community Development
Block Grant but that other
funding would have to be

found for the building. Possible sources could be the state
Division of Disaster and
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Railroad Commission
Sets Meeting To Hear
Union Carbide Complaint
FRANKFORT, Ky. CAP) —
The Kentucky Railroad Commission is scheduled to meet
Jan. 14 to hear representatives of the Union Carbide
Corp. Nuclear Division concerning a complaint filed
against the Illinois Central
Gulf and Louisville &
Nashville railroads.
Both railroads delivered
large quantities of bituminous
coal during the winter of 1978
to the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant operated by Union

Union Carbide says it made
the payments against its will.
The company said the charges
were unfair because the
weather was beyond its control.

$399
Color Vicleo Receiver Ophonal extra
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES,-

Connect it to any TV, yours or ours, and you'll have a
hard working computer that also entertains, educates,
fascinates. Plug in a Program Pak'" or learn to program it
yourself in our easy BASIC language with vivid color and
action sound. And, it's expandable in language, memory
and accessories at any time. See it today! #26-3001
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Now you can get quick, affordable access to news,
sports, weather and lots more with a Color Computer and your telephone. Requires VIDEOTEX
--software, #26-2222, $29.95 and Modem
and cable, $218.95. See your local
store for details.

for a plus score. East would
win the first trump lead,
give West his delayed spade
ruff and, in return, he would
enjoy a diamond ruff him
self for one down
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Programs for education, personal applications, exciting
games, even tournament chess! Battle alien spaceships, do
your personal budget, even compose music!
Chess, #26-3050
39.95
Quasar Commander,
*#26-3051
39.95
Pinball, #26-3052*
29.95
Football, #26-3053*
39.95
Checkers, #26-3055
29.95
Personal Finance, #26-3101
39.95
Bingo Math, #26-3150
29.95
Music, #26-3151
29.95
Diagnostics ROM,#26-3019
29.95
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TRS-80 Color Video Receiver. 13-inch diag. color TV is an
ideal match to the Color Computer. #26-3010
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Carbide.
Bad weather conditions
caused the coal to freeze,
making it difficult for the company to unload the coal promptly. The railroads demanded and received payment for
detention of the rail cars.

62a

By IRA G. CORN JR.
NITED Feature Syndicate
NORTH
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Emergency Services annd
possibly the Law Enforcement
Assistance Act.

Functional, Fun and
Educational, Too!
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Iraqis destroyed an Iranian armored brigade and 15
rocket launchers and captured
51 tanks, 13 armored personnel carried and 30 vehicles in
Susangerd
the

A Smart Way to Start the New Year!
The TRS-80Tm Coloe Computer

THE ACES®

In defending today's
interesting partial, East was
more than happy to serve
his partner's needs_ He gave
West all he was looking for.
The net result was that West
•''got his ruff, East didn't, and
declarer made off with his
unmakable contract.
West led the spade ace in
search of a quick ruff and
that's what he got. East signaled with the spade nine
and a second spade to East's
king resulted in a third
round ruff by West.
Now it was time to look
for something else to do, but
it was too late. The defense
could manage the two red
aces and declarer had his
eight tricks.
It was right for East to
have signaled in spades
How-ever, after winning his
spade king, he should have
looked towards his own
needs instead of the immediate needs of partner.
Since East was looking at
the trump ace, he should
have realized that he could
control the defense. Instead
of leading a third spade.
East should lead his ace and
10 of diamonds
Declarer would win and
now East would be a cinch

Iraqi MiG Jet was shut clown.
Meanwhile, an Iraqi war
communique claimed 293 Iranian troops were killed
Wednesday, 202 of them in the
Gilan eGharb region. It said

Olympic Plaza

Breakup Of Police Team
'An Irresponsible Act'
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —,
The breakup of a special-police team investigating gold
and silver robberies in three
affluent neighborhoods was
"an —irrespusible administrative act," according
to a team member who asked
not to be identified.
But police Commanders say
they are putting more, not
less, emphasis on solving the
burglaries and that more officers can work on the cases as
. a result of the move.
The team was formed in
mid-November after 96
----bizglaries were reported in
neighborhoods along Richmond, Lansdowne and
Nicholasville roads. Thieves

90 more Iranians were killed
or wounded in fighting in
another unspecified area, and
that 19 Iraqi tattics were
destroyed there, two were
captured undamaged and an
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Monroe Countians Use Ferry For River

Reagan Wants Sfaff To Bring
Ideas For Slashing Spending
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are "far worse today than we
By TERENCE HUNT
thought even in October." He
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP) — said the job of bringing federal
President-elect
Ronald spending under control "is goReagan, faced with econornic ing to be even greater than we
forecasts far gloomier than he expected."
Stockman declined to reveal
had expected, wants Ins staff
to bring turn more ideas for what plans are being conslashing federal spending and sidered but said there would
reviving the slumping be a "comprehensive and
sweeping program" that ineconomy.
Reagan was told by advisers cluded tax cuts, reductions in
Wednesday that he vnllinherit federal spending in the fiscal
a budget deficit approaching 1981 budget and "regulatory
860 billion for fiscal year 1981, changes of major scope to
far more than he had ex- remove some of the burden
pected, and that federal spen- from the economy."
He added that the Reagan
ding is up $45 billion over
administration is still commitlevels projected last June.
The economy has "been ted to a 2 percent spending cut
deteriorating very badly and I ,in fiscal 1981 and to cutting
think it's a very serious situation," Reagan told reporters
as he left a reception for transition workers Wednesday.
night.
By KEVIN MCKEAN
Reagan was returning to
AP Science Writer
'Los Angeles today after his
first business meeting with his
TORONTO
AP) — When a
Cabinet nominees. He will
return to Washington next man and woman stand before
Wednesday to await the in- an altar, they are entering a
relationship with evolutionary
auguration Jan. 20.
The president-elect met origins that may be older than
with his strategists for more even/the act of standing
than two hours Wednesday to upright, an anthropologist
review the state of the says.
A shift on pre-human sexual
economy and took at possible
ways to cut spending. "A behavior from polygamy to
--whole raft of things' wereex----menegamy may have been the
crucial step that sent one line
amined,a source said.
These included such entitle- of ancient apes down the road
ment programs as unemploy- to humanity, according to Dr.
ment insurance and trade ad- C.Owen Lovejoy.
justment assistance, student
Pair-bonding may even
loans, food stamps, Medicaid, have come before such human
highway and bridge programs characteristics as erect
and even Social Security, the posture, tool-making and
souree added.
evolution of a large brain, he
Treasury Secretary- tad a panel of the America
,
designate Donald Regan said Association for the Advancethe president-elect found his merit of Science.
first comprehensive briefing
"This primitive family
by his new economic advisers
structure is probably what
''very interesting."
"He wanted more inforrna- made it possible for human inlion from us and instructed us telligence and social structure
to come back with alter- to evolve," he said Wednesday
natives for him, which we will at a news conference.
This "mating strategy"
be doing over the next several
sparked other changes that
weeks," Regan said.
David Stockman', Reagan's became the "hallmarks of the
budget director-designate, human lineage," he said.
said the economic prospects
Lovejoy, an anthropologist
and anatomist at Kent State
University in Ohio, will present his theory in an upcoming
article in the journal Science.
His idea developed as he
WASHINGTON (API — A
studied recent fossil evidence
sense of total isolation among
countering the earlier belief
juveniles held in adult jails is
that upright posture
one reason they commit
(bipedalism ), the use of tools
suicide at about eight times
and increased intelligence
the rate of children held in
concurrently.
developed
juvenile detention centers, a
Fossils unearthed in Ethiopia
federally funded study says.
indicate that bipedalism
The study released Sunday
was prepared by the Com- preceded the development of
stone tools by some 1.7 million
munity Research Center at
years.
the University of Illinois at
Lovejoy's theory is that
Urbana-Champaign. It was
upright walking, with hands
paid for with money from the
free for other tasks, developed
U.S. Justice Department's Ofso males could bring food back
. fice of Juvenile and Delinquency Prevention.
"It appears that the
A survey conducted by the
youngster in the juvenile
American Animal Hospital
detention center gets involved
Association found that dogs
in a large subculture of his
peers and does not feel the are the most popular pets in
isolation and rejection he feels veterinarians' families. The
poll showed German
when isolated in a cell in an
adult facility," said Michael shepherds and poodles were
G. Flaherty, the study's the most popular breeds in
Canada and the United States.
author.

taxes 30 percent over the next
three years.
Reagan hosted a dinner fur
incoming Cabinet officials
Wednesday night. Earlier in
the day, he filled the last vacant department job by selecting Terrel Bell, a former U.S.
comnussioner for education,
to be secretary of the Department of Education.
In a trip to Capitol Hill to
promote good relations with
Democratic senators, Reagan
also announced he had asked
Mike Mansfield, the former
Senate Democratic leader
from Montana, to remain as
U.S. ambassador to Japan.
Mansfield accepted immediately, Reagan said.

Iwo hunitANKiiiiti 1
Lase tor granted today
dred years ago most KenBut for Kentuckians living
tuckians crossed rivers of anyi in eastern Monroe 'County,
time stands still. To get to the
size by boat.
In later years when a county seat of Tompkinsville,
fanner needed to cress the residents use a ferry to cross
river with his horse arid the Cumberland River at
wagon, he encountered - dif- Turkey Neck Bend One of the
ficulties.
few ferries left in Kentucky, it
Then the ferry system was is the only one owned and
devised to solve the problem. operated by the state.
The ferry is powered by a
The flat-surfaced boat was
designed to transport a vehi- small tug boat, the Jennie
cle, as well as passengers, Lou, and is maintained bj
across the river and deposit Department of Transportation
them safe and dry on the other employees who work 24 hours
side.
a day transporting vehicles
Bridges were the next step across the river free of
in the line of progress toward charge.
the easiest and most efficient
Without the ferry, residents
way to cross the river.
4ould not travel the two seeWith the widespread use of ions of KY 214 connected by
bridges, crossing a river, even the ferry and would have to
one the size of the Ohio River, drive 50 miles out of their way
is something Kentuckians to get to Tompkinsville '

Monogamy May Have Preceded Standing
to a monogamous female during pregnancy and childrearing.
And the switch from
polygamous living groups to
monogamous pairs began
when females stopped showing external signs of fertility,
he suggested. •
Until then, polygamous
primates were able to mate
with several females, each at

the time she was fertile. When communication, factors now
the clues to fertility disap- believed to have been the drivpeared, the advantages of ing forces for human inmonogamy outweighed the ad- telligence and language.
Lovejoy said the 'hominoids
va,ntages of polygamy.
>tales were increasingly that now live in polygamous
drawn into the rearing of groups — chimps, gorillas and
children, which encouraged a orangutans — have a high indivision of labor-in which they fant death rate and now are
"provisioned" their females, limited to Africa and Asia,
he says. This arrangement put while monogamous humans
, a premium on cooperation and haye spread worldwide..

I don t use the ferry too the bottom is rusting out,"
often," one resident said. "But Strode said."We can only take
it sure comes in handy when two cars at a time now and no
you need it. I'm an indepen- big trucks. We're just waiting
dent businessman and it saves for them to bring us a new
money to cut corners any way ferry."
you can." The 100-mile round
The Department of
trip would cost plenty in gas, Transportation has purchased
he said.
a ferry from a company in
While crossing on the ferry Portsmouth, Ohio. It should be
to get to town recently, Cleo delivered to the site within a
Finley, a Monroe County
month, department officials
farmer, explained how he said.
helped build the ferry in 1948.
Even though winter work is
"Six of us with farms across hard, Strode likes his job
the river donated some money "because I like to talk to peoand built this thing so we could
ple." In the five minutes it
get across the river," he said. takes to cross over and back
They paid a Louisville man on the ferry, neighbors ex$1,500 to build the ferry.
change greetings and the
Finley said at that time they
latest news with each other
charged 40 cents for a car to
and the workers on the ferry.
cress. and.60 cents for a twoDuring the warmer seasons,
ton truck. "We gave a man 50 the job gives hirn a chance to
percent to operate it until then
enjoy the outoors, Strode
governor Louie Nunn came said. "I see deer swimming
along and freed it," he said.
across the river all the time.
In 1968.-When Finley decided
We almost ran into one once,
Ii discontinue operating the
but he saw us at the last
err y, the state Department of
minute and swam the other
Transportation bought it for
way."
$6,500 and began operating it
Finley said he had hoped the
free of charge to the public.
department would replace the
Signs of age are showing on -ferry with a bridge. But
the ferry this year and its load
building a bridge at that spot
limit has been lowered from 17
is just not feasible, according
tons to five tons by the U.S. to E. V. Hilton, general
Coast Guard, The Coast Guard
manager of the highway
inspects the ferry once a year
district in Bowling Green.
to make sure it is up to federal
With rough terrain and the
standards.
variation in water level, a
"The brace is broken and -.very large expensive bridge
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If a mistake
is made on your tax
return and you
owe more taxes, that
is all you have to pay.
This is FALSE. You must pay in addition to the
tax, any penalty and interest.
When H&R Block prepares your return, we stand
behind our worlc If we make an error that costs you
any penalty or interest on additional taxes due.
Block pays the penalty and interest. You pay only
the additional tax
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would two e to be built there
Hilton said. ftw ferry crossithe Cumberland River aboui
50 miles southwest of Wolf.
Creek Dam, which causes the
water level to fluctuate great.
ly.
''There is not enough traffic
at this point to warrant such it
bridge," Hilton said
About 150 vehicles cress the
ferry on an average day, at
cording to transportation
employees working on the
ferry.
-It stays pretty busy on thi.
ferry during the day. and you
need two men to operate it,'
said Cornell G uffey, an
employee assigned to. thc
ferry. "It only takes One a!
night and it gets pretty
lonesome at times. Work is
real bad some nights when it
gets 10 below down here."
_ Since the river never freeze
in the winter, the ferri
operates year round. "In
winter I've taken people
across and had to push their,
up the hill when it was icy,'
said Leon Strode, another
employee.
While people in the area
wait for the new fergi to at
rive, they depend heavily on
the old one. One resident said
that without the ferry he could
not get his -work done. "We
farm on both sides of the river
so we use it all the time. It's ri
necessity." .
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602 South Sixth St.
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Coma Patients Hover In Shadow
Between Life, Death In Hospital

•

By MIKE STANTLIN
A.ssoeiated Press Writer
WESTF'1EID, Mass. I AP,
They hover in a shadow
world somewhere between life
and death. They cannot speak
or move, and doctors don't
know if the 17 patients in the
Western Massachusetts
Hospital coma unit call see,
hear or even think.
"They're
like
soldiers...inissing in action,"
says a nurse at Unit Three, the
only. conia unit in the state and
one of the few such facilities in
the country.
-When a patient is sent
here, it's alnuxi like the last
mile,. because nothing else
worked.•' said nursing director Eleanor Davio."Many can
I e a full life span -70 years

of inure

- Ili a kvilla
alt' keeping all% people' who
ear c4;t, bccause it was easier
To the patients' families, a
would have died 20 years ago. to care for coma victims in
coma can be more painful to
Ms. Davio said
one place, Ms. Davie said.
deal with than death.
Most coma patients are vic- None are on life support
Victoria Blake's 31-year-old, tims of automobile
systems, and the unit has a
accidents
husband, John, has been in a
At Western Islassachnsetts. waiting list of alto 75 because
coma for more than two years, the youngest
19 and the oldest so few hospitals provide the
since he fell froin a tree while 47, and the longest
an has needed care.
pruning branches and landed
been ins mina is 41,,s ears.
Nurse's are on duty around
headfirst on a concrete patio.
Each 'has a private room, the clock. Every few hours
"It's harder than death usually
decorated with pic.
. they turn the patients in bed,
because the grief goes on con- lures and
greeting cards. One to prevent bedsores, and
tinuously," Mrs. Blake said. patient. a 20-year
-old man in- every (lay the patients are
"If John had died I would have volved in a
1978 Christmas lifted into armchairs and movtaken a year to get over it and .Eve car crash,'
,.h& an old ed around, to aid circulation.
then gone on. But John's not newspaper
clipping hanging
Chances are less than 1 perdead. I'm predicting another on his wall,
recounting his cent that a person who lapses
35 years of this."
heroics as a star high school into a coma for more than 10
There are a growing baseball player.
days will ever emerge, Ms.
number of coma patients
Anotber-patient, a woman ins Davio said. Even then there's
across the country today her 20s,lies
motionless be:Side. .. a high likelihood of brain
because paramedics and im- , a franied photo of
her baby 'slamag,e.
•
proved first-aid techniques daughter. The iyornan
went inStill, families.and friends of
•
to-ifFoinals hile giving birth to coma patients cling to hope
the child.
that theirloved one will stage
The unit here was started a
a miraculous recovery.

Paper Says School Head
Will Recommend Closing
Schools To Cut Budget

.

..s• .1.1E. Ky. (AP
son. Westport and Fern Creek
Courler-Journal reported high schools as well as four
today that it had learned that middle schools and three
Jefferson County School elementary schools.
Superintendent David DeRuzSources told the newspaper
zo will reTininend closing 11 that the school system must
schools us order to trim the cut some $8 million in exsystem's budget.
penses in order to balance its
.Ant :announcement of the budget. The. school ClosingS
•tiiY4e411:441a.ns,„for trtnuinag would rover only
the budget were to be an- that figure, with the renounced today, but tbe mainder coming from cuts in
louisville newspaper said it programs, staff and extracurgot an advance look at the ricular activities at individual
plans from sources who schools, No academic prodeclined to be identified.
gram would be affected Im„According to the source, mediately, but some cuts in
DeRuzzo will recommend that area might be proposed
later.thesourcessaid-

Refiners Says They've
Raised Wholesale Prices;
Consumption Increases
By The Associated Press
Refiners across the country
said Wednesday they, have
raised wholesale prices of
home-heating oil and gasoline
as much as a nickel a gallon
amid rising crude-oil prices_
and 'unusually cold weather
that has increased .consumption of heating fuel.
•
The refiners' moves[Ottawa
number of similar inceeases
• last week as members of the
_Organization of - Petroleum
Exporting Countries and qther
_foreign oil producers announced higher crude-oil prices for
1981.
„
_. .Most ..gasoline price in- -- crseases-Arrninnted to a penny
I'S cents a gallon 7 while
. heating oil and diesel fuel
• price increases generally
- were from Ito 3cents a gallon,
•However Clark Oil & Refining,
a Milwaukee-based refiner
1,4rving 13 Midwest states,
• -said itraiSed heating oil and
diesel fuel prices 5 cents a
„gallon. • other companies confirming wholesale price increases
were Standard Oil to. ( In- -- dianas.Gulf_Oil Corp.,Sun Co.
Inc.. Shell Oil Co., Scallop
Petroleum Co. and Conoco
Gasoline demand has .been.
eak following sharp price increases since._ 1978. and
analysts said filling stations
. might be unable . to pass
rang e consumers the full
impact of the latest price in-

But because cold weather
has increased demand for
heating oil. ''the vast majorth
of dealers are going to- pas,
these !heating oil increase,
right on ,through.- Doo);
O'Boyle,'editor of the trade
newspaper U.S. Oil Week,said
in a telephone interview from
Wastungt,ii

'255/GNI'CA NE SEAT
-• SS BACK. 7
•

.02,7V

Idea of radio staff adviser Dr
Fred Scheller, Pacific' speech
and communications professor. The student manager
of KPUR, Diane Hayes of
Woodburn, Ore., :Tan with
it," and the campus has
become interested in this different study approach, she
says.
Classes that have participated are introductory
classes in psychology, biology
history and sociology. More
professors . are expected to
enroll their classes in the program the next time finals roll
around..
Miss Hayes thinks that the
plan works best for large introductory classes and for
freshisien getting usecEto college finals and needing extra
help and support.
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Yesterday's Big John's advertisement had a printing error the Bic
John's Bread, should have been priced as follows:

BREAD

There seems to be an indication that some students will
ask questions over the air and
in an anonymous way which
they would not ask in the
classroom, those involved in
the project note. They may be
a little shy about making it obvious to the professor and
fellow classmates that they
don't understand a certain
section of the material, for example. Or, their question
doesn't conic to mind until
later when they are in their
rooms studying.
Anyone on•campus may
listen to the reviews by a flick
of the ial. Someone not even
in the class may tune in and
rest his before-finals mind
with a different topic from his
owti class "cramming," if he
'wishes.
This radio project was the

FURNTTOlig CO.

CD
CLASIC

CORRECTION

Us Me ud*k

students may listen wherever
they are on campus. They only
need access to a radio.
When the professor has
completed his formal review,
he will be available for tinesdons over the air. The station's phone-in number is used, and students can phone in
their questions. The professor
answers over the air All interested students can hear
both the questions and' the
answers.
This unusual procedure
works, university officials
say. Radio staff members
have walked down the. corridors of the residence halls
and heard the reviews coming
from the turned-on radios in
many of the rooms. The professors have received many
phoned-in questions for overthe-air answering.
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.#5502

CARPEr
50
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TO

CHECKOUT

FOREST GROVE. Ore.
Al' - Final exams are just
around the corner. But,
students van relax in their dormitory rooms, listen to their
professor review material for
the exam, then call Min up
with a question about an area
that is not guiles:tear
This has become a standard
procedure for four classes.at
Pat•ific University. this Year.
KPUR, the campus student
radio station, is the link. It is
heard only on campus and is
being used by professors for
sonic of theirpre-exammation
reviews in larger classes.
At a designated time -usually late afternoon or early
.-toiening -- the professor will
go to the campus radio studio
in Washburrie University
Center and give his review
over the air. Any of his

e•••••s,'
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,Price Rises Eight
Cents On Kentucky
Burley Markets
DSUISVILLE, Ky. (API The price average rose eight
cents Wednesday • on Kentucky's
burley
tobacco
markets but volume was down
approximately six million
pounds.
The Federal-State Market
News Service said 6.856,594
pounds moved for $11,389,037,
an average of $166.10 per hundredweight.
There were no sales at 13
markets.
Maysville reported the
day's best average,-$166.21, on
sales of 388.288 pounds of
burley.
Paducah had an average of
1166.20 on auctioning of 43,206
pounds while Lexington, the
world's largest burley center,
recorded an average of $166.12
on 3,080,551 pounds.
The service .said sales for
the season in Kentucky total
370,163,543 pounds for
$614.374,512, an average of
$155 97.

Campus Radio Station
Is Link To Classroom
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Joseph Granville Can Shake Up Stock Market
By CHET CURRIER
AP Business Writer
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NEW YORK 1AP — His
critics call him a "clown" and
a "Wizard of Oz type," but few
people can shake up the stock
market the way Joseph E.
Granville can.
If there was any doubt about
that, it was removed on
Wednesday, after the Holly
Hill, Fla., invesUnent adviser
recommended in his telephone
"early warning service" that
subscribers dump all the
stocks they owned.
As the market opened, it
was inundated with sell orders
that forced trading delays in
more than 100 stocks.
The Dow Jones average of
30 industrials, which had
soared past the 1,000 level
Tuesday to its highest closing
level in more than four years,
abruptly turned around and
plummeted.
By mid-afternoon Wednesday, the Dow was down more

than 30 points. Even after a
modest rally before the close,
the Dow still showed a 23.80point loss, to 980.99, wiping out
a large portion of the nearly
41-point gain it had built up in
the first three trading days of
1981.
Trading volume reached
record levels of 92.89 million
shares at the New York Stock
Exchange, eclipsing the
previous high of 84.08 million
last Nov. 5, and 15.76 million
shares at the American Stock
Exchange.
Granville was not shy about
taking responsibility for the
drop. Reached by The
Associated Press late Wednesday, he said it could be "totally traced" to him.
Hours before, the legions of
investors and stockbrokers
who make up his avid following
— the "Granville
groupies," as one Wall
Streeter refers to them — had
spread the word through the
investment weirld.

He had recommended to his Between now and the end of
telephone subscribers that A February, he has dates in such
they sell out all their stock diverse places as Garden
holdings, and even go short — Grove, Calif.; Dayton, Ohio;
sell stock borrowed from and Vancouver, British Colbrokers, in hopes of profiting umbia.
from price declines — on those
In these appearances. Granstocks that had gained the ville fills his presentations
most ground in recent months. with exotic showmanship —
Many people clearly followed jokes, ringing bells, puppets,
his advice.
plus a musical composttion of
By any standard of the his own called "The
established order on Wall Bagholdsr Blues."
Because of this, even one
Street, Granville is a
maverick. His weekly market Wall Street analyst who proletter, which at last report had fesses to admire some of
some 11,000 readers at a price Granville's work in analyzing
of $250 a year, is regularly the market describes him as
peppered with jibes at or- "a snake-oil salesman. He can
thodox economists and money mesmerize an audience like
an evangelist."
managers.
Many Wall Streeters also
They are, in his description, bridle at his practice of sud"bagholders" — losers in the denly shifting opinions on the
investment game.
market outlook. When he
For most of the year, Gran- helped touch off a 30.72-point
ville takes his message on the jump in the Dow Jones inroad in "shows," usually spon- dustrials last April 22 with a
sored by local brokers, across buy recommendation to his
the country and abroad. "early warning" subscribers,

critics point out, those who
all the attention he was getting
received only his regular letfrom reporters Wednesday
ter still had his previous
The sell recommendation,
negative views
At present, they add, the
most recent Issue of the letter,
dated Jen. 3, is emphatically
bullish. "Straight up," it is
titled. It advises new
subscribers to "do some aggressive new buying. The
FRANKFORT, Ky AP
market is signaling a sharp The bodies of an elderly man
upswing ahead."
and wife who apparently
More is likely to be heard agreed to die together have
from his detractors in the days been found in their Frankfort
ahead, given the stunning im- apartment, according to ofpact his sell message had.
ficials.
But in the view of one
Dr. Murray Stuart Lauder,
veteran Wall Street analyst, 67, a former state medical ofRobert Stovall at Dean Witter ficial, and his ailing wife, Dr.
Reynolds Inc.. "It's not Joe's Nellie Isabel Lauder, 74, were
fault that one guy can have found Tuesday after their
such a remarkable impact on lawyer rec;i
,
vid a letter
the market. It's the gullibility describing
ir plans for
of a lot of investors who want "euthana,s,ia'," Police Chief
simple answers to com- Ben Haney said Wednesday.
plicated questions."
11w
/two had retired several
Whether popular or not, the years ago from medical pracpublicity-conscious Granville Xce,officials said.
was obviously delighted wi7 Charles Hobson, a local at-
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Ater

awtopstes, according to city
police and Deputy Coroner Joe
Kelly
Dr. Murray Lauder, 67, sas
been in Chapleaux, Ontario. A
1937 graduate of Queens
University medical school, he
was director of tuberculosis
control for the Kentucky State
Health Department from 1961
until retiring in 1970.
His wife, 74, was born in
Knightstown, Ind., and received her medical degree in 1935
from Strathmore, Ind.,
University. She was director
of maternal and child health
at the West Virginia State
Health Department until 1948,
when the Lauders married.
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Prices Good 11-18-80
Thru 12-1410
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39`
- areost-o-chicken
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torney, received the letter
from the couple Tuesday morning.
The letter, dated Saturday
evening, said they had agreed
to euthanasia because of failing health.
It said that by the time Hobson received the letter, the
plan would have been accomplished.
Hobson notified police, who
went to the apartment and
found the Lauders had died in
bed. The causes were not immediatly known, but a variety
of medication was found in the
apartment.
A formal ruling on the
deaths awaits the results of
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Order Would Assume Authority Over Promotion, Export

Brown Gives Barkley Draft Of Statement
He said state Energy
of some of his responsibilities, sole responsibility foe their
lion involves removing has power to transfer agencies
Secretary William Sturgill King said "I cannot say tie is agencies
responsibility for promotion, from Barkley's authority
was among those with Brown.
resisting "
I James f Phillips, Jr as of
Barkley had contended that exports, marketing, the state
Experienced timber buyer s,
Sturgill's appearance at the
Brown said weeks ago that
The state Department of
:air and livestock expositions
January 3 1981 will no longer
some
Must be able to ctuise and buy
adirmustration officials
Monday meeting raised some
he thinks his adnumstration
Justice
is
investigati
ng
allegafrom
be responsible for any depts
Barkley's deparbnent.
standing timber. Send resume
eyebrows, but King said that should assume certain func- were interfering in some
tions
of
expense
voucher
other
than my own
He said the governor is not
to P 0 Box 331, McKenzie TN
Sturgill, aside from his tions of the agriculture agen- agricultural agency activities
satisfied with the emphasis on discrepancies in the
38201
I Larry Burkeen as of January
In turn, the governor cited
wellknown coal interests, also cy
Agriculture
Departmen
t.
agriculture.
6 1981 will no longer be
Help wanted Male or Female
has a considerable farming
The schism became known the letter as an illustration of
Acknowledging
It also has compiled inforresponsible for any debts other
that
Wanted Salesperson Lincoln
operation.
when Barkley sent a letter to Barkley 's purported refusal to Barkley is correct in citing
mation about allegations of
my
than
own
the
Income Life is a growth cornKing reiterated that
Brown late last year alluding cooperate with the executive law on independe
sexual harassment within the
nce
of
_ pany looking for someone who
agriculture is a $2 billion in- to a state law that gives branch on farm affairs
elected officials, King
agency, without revealing
is capable of matching this
King said the area of discuster***********
dustry in Kentucky and no
elected constitutional officers
nonetheless said that Brown
details.
growth Promotions available
governor can take an arms'
*
but optional Liberal starting
*
AfAVETS
*
length view of it. He must be
*
compensation with no limil on
*
*
P051 45
actively involved."
*
future
earnings Good fringe
*
King said Brown wants to
DANCE
*
*
benefits like Free life inset up an orgaruzation - the
*
* Jan. 9th•lOth
surance.
free health insurance
*
*
governor's Council on
free retirement program, good
*
featuring
*
Agriculture - "that can use
disability program, paid vana*
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API - Mercer, Morgan, Nelson
*
65 in Bullitt County, police of Owensboro killed Elaine
BARONS" *
the tools available to the max* "THE
•
:ion and SO leave Must have
Colder
weather
moved
into
(teacher
in-service
*
I,
Owsley, said. A two-vehicle accident Johnson, 34, of Island in
imum extent."
a minimum high school educa•arilrkskskilr*****Ori.
Kentucky after the season's Powell, Pulaski, Rockcastle,
on U.S.431 about 7 miles south McLean County
Asked if Barkley appeared
tion and be of legal age. Call
first
significant
snow
and
the
Robertson,
Apple Tree School, quality
Russell, Scott,
to balk at the proposed takink
444-6967, Paducah
weatherman says that more Union, Wayne and Woodford
child care with educational
Would like to hire lady to care
light snow may be on the way.
program.
counties.
1503 Stadium View,
for elderly couple day and
The immediate outlook was
753-9356, 753-1566
The NWS said Tuesday's
night in their home Must furfor temperatures to fall to the snow averaged about 2 inches
nish reference Call 753-5615
5 to 15 degree range early to- though it was as little as 1 inch
NEW YORK'AP i - What said that a user starting now
PARR LANDING
ifter 5 pm
day with daytime highs in the southwest and up to 4 inis billed as the world's first with "Aachen" in Volume 1 of
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reaching only the 20s under ches in the Green River basin.
recorded encyclopedia for the the recorded encyclopedia and
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variable cloudiness.
Three fatal traffic accidents
• ACROSS
cm Hwy 111 10 millos North
blind was displayed Wednes- spending 40 hours a week
Custom
Built
2 Evident
portable
According to the National were reported Tuesday, at
1 Transaction
of Co. Concord on Hwy 71
3 Permit
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buildings Call 753-0984
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until
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Ask
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was initiated
name
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6 Dry
Call 759-1255.
low pressure disturbance will Appleton, Wisc., couple Tues12 Unlock
7 Cover
It would take a person, with a grant of $360,000 from
UUUU MOM
Jan, 10, 1981
15 Three Prefix 8 Pronoun
race southeastward into Ken- day night in Bullitt County.
UU UUU DUO
Will do house cleaning.
listening 40 hours a week, the Office of Special Educa8:00 to 12:00
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Book000
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child care with educational
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Inc.,
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A
today according to the trailer crosse.
EU EC
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As described by World
,inff'irt - of Chicago, and the American
23 Hebrew letter 26 Cut
753-9356. 753-1566.
weather service.
24 Swift
to their lane. Godschalx died
27 Score
king a friend and dance
Printing House for the Blind of Book, the encyclopedia con26 Slogan
Following this storm's at the scene and his wife died
Students wanted for guitar and
28 Dance step
37 Strict
Louisville, Ky., and is describ- sists of 19 large volumes contill midnight.
lions
28 Danger
29 Swine
mien lessons. Call 753-3686
passage tonight, high pressure early Wednesday' at a
39 Part of to
46 Beams
ed as a not-for-profit taining an index in both
29 Torrid
31 Abstract
48 Emmet
will once again build over the Louisville hospital.
Braille and large type. This
endeavor.
Bible Facts Free Store for the
30 Exist
being
40 Ghost
50 Devoured
Ohio and Tennessee valleys,
Jimmy Davis Louisville
needy, 759-4600
32 Dillseed
Dr. Carson Nolen, president provides the blind with infor33 Wager
41 Sit
51 Beverage
Good used 5-8 hp horizontal
with partly cloudy skies and died in another accident on I33 Nod
34 Edible seeds 42 Stove part
of American Printing House, mation on the recorded edi53 Compass pt
crank shaft engine for tiller
34 Scheme
36 South Amen- 44 Dye plant
cool temperatures expected
tion.
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• •
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house
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0 9 10 11
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0193.
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Ask
for
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then inserts the proper
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38 Seasoning
and a chance of rain or snow
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cassette in a player and the in11
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generally
were
19
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among 1,300 hours of recor21 22
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43 College deg
clear Wednesday but poor
FOR SALE
44 Imitates
dings on the 219 cassettes.
27 5
Browning Explorer I compound
2420
5
45 Teutonic
travel conditions on secondary
Two now tiros, hwo
Robert H. King, chief exDETROIT 1API - Last pared with 8,226,783 in 1979. It
bow and accessories for $100;
deity
30
routes caused more than 40 year was
highway
tires
ecutive
whit
officer
hats
of
World
was
the
Booklowest
total since
the poorest in nearly
47 Eggs
Jansport backpack for $50;
school systems to cancel two
32
Childcraft,
11711-14
$100.
said
7535,556,100
the
cars were sold in
comdecades for U.S.
49 Estate
Marlin 22 caliber rifle (Glen
classes.
pany's contribution to the en51 State: Abbr.
4094 after 3 p.m.
automakers as sales plunged 1961.
37
fieldmodel 60) $50: Drawing
The following schools will be 20.3
52 Luridly
cyclopedia
was
a free gift. It is
Imports were up 3.4 percent
percent from 1979 while
table with cast-iron base, $50.
311 WI
40
55 Grafted: Herclosed today because of imports
captured a record from 1979 to 2,368,400, topping distributed by the American
Call.after 51)m. 753-8568.
Tiny Tot has an opening for
aldry
41 42
weather and road conditions: share
43
44
45
Printing
House for the Blind,
of the U.S. market, ac- the year-ago record and tak56 Wapiti
children 1 year old to 5 years
1961 Chevrolet: 1969 VW Bug:
Bath,
Bourbon,
Caldwell,
4550...
57 Girl's nickcording to company reports ing an unprecedented 26.5 per- which calls it the most
51
old Call from 630 AM to 515
14'.Boston Whaler waif depth
Clark, Crittenden, Floyd, Garname
elaborate project in the 122cent
share
Wednesday
of
the
.
domestic
45
PM,
753-1994
S3
finder, trolling motor. 40 hp
S4
reed, Harrison, Jackson,
DOWN
year history of the House.
The five major U.S. market.
Johnson motor and Moody
1 Chimney car55
54
Jessamine, Laurel, Lewis, manufactu
Die copy ond restoration of
Where
a
complete
Braille
Combined
rers
U.S.
foreign
and
delivered
trailer. Call 436-2550.
bon
'Id photo, We retouch and
Lincoln,1 Madison, Menifee, 6,578,309
cars in 1980, corn- sales were 8.95 million -cars, edition of the encyclopedia
:an transform them into light
Fireplace set, screen and anwould take up more than 40
down 15.1 percent from 1979.
a, heavy oils
dirons, polished brass. 753feet of shelf space, the recordAT THE BLACKBOARD...
THE SECOND PROBLEM,
Four
of
five
the
domestic
FOR THE FIRST TIME
1928.
CARTER STUDIO
IN FRONT OF THE WHOLE
makers trailed previous year ed edition takes up six feet.
MA'AM? YES, MA'AM...
IN MY LIFE, I BELIEVE
For
sale. Wheat straw and
101Mairi
figures: Ford Motor Co., down
CLASS...SECOND PROBLEM
753 5298
IN SCHOOL PRAYER
carpeting. Call 753-8156.
30 percent to 1,475,232;
Chrysler Corp., down 27.6 per16 Open Cargo trailer,, dual axcent to 660,017; General
els, electric brakes, 4' walls.
We would like to take this opMotors Corp., the nation's
$750 759-4104.
portunity to thank all those
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) largest carmaker, down 16
who participated in our 50th
An 85-year-old woman died
percent to 4,116,482.; and
Wedding Anniversary. First, we
Wednesday when fire swept
lIN%
Antique oak kitchen cabinet
would like to thank our
American Motors Corp., down
her house near the University
with roll top and stained glass
children for making the
8.1 percent to 149,438.
Ob
of Kentucky campus.
windows. $1435. Call 759-1996.
celebration possible, also our
Only
Volkswagen of
Fayette County Deputy CorLET'S NOT
friends and relatives for the
For sale. Westinghouse 36"
America bettered its 1979 per- oner William McCarney idenI WISH YOU WEREN'T 50)
AR3UE
many cards. gifts, and words of
electric stove, white, $75. Call
formance, delivering 177,140 tified the victim as Gertrude
BUY
FUSSY ABOUT EVERYTHING
YOU
congradulations
753-3020.
Pennsylvania-built Rabbits, Carter. McCarney said she livSOME GUM
Thanks again,
up 5.8 percent.
Moving, must sell 6 piece
ed alone.
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Duncan
The December figures were
Johnston bedroom suite, hutch
The cause of the blaze was
I AM
encouraging
mirror and queen size bed. Call
only
for not immediately known. The
NOT
Chrysler, which used rebates fire was reported at 10:01 a.m.
753-6684 after 5 pm.
Lost on 280 East, Pottertown
FUSSY
to spur sales 6.4 percent above and six fire units responded,
Road, a Hawk. Wearing a bell
3 Piece living room set, flocked
December 1979 levels.
said Capt. Harold Jones.
around the neck and 2 leather
floral design, $1500 new, askbands around it's feet If seen
ing $650. 5 Piece dinette.
or found call 753-0736
swivel chairs, new $350 asking
,e) 1211 11 rowl
7AN-8
$200. 759-4104.
,114.s.•
Lost: Female, Beagle, east of
--Murray, approximately 11
Two
piece living room suite.
/
2
T'-)ESE NEW
LISTEN,THOSE
years old, lemon and white,
DO YOU
$125. Call 753-7595.
SAREsE, MY
HELMETS
HELMETS WERE
wearing collar with name and
THINK YOU
HEAD IS TOO
ARE TOO
By SY RAMSEY
DESi&NED 13N/
that "you won't see a chief
Georgia address and telephone
KNOW MORE
BIG
EXPERTS IN
Associated
Press
justice
Electrolux Sales and Service.
that
has
Writer
any greater
number. Call 753-9689 after 5
THAN
THE PENTAGON
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- sensitivity to your feelings
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.
WASHINGTON
Pm,
Chances "are less than even" than! have."
••4
REWARD! Lost Irish Setter,
that the Kentucky Supreme
Current rules provide for a
Cyprus Kentucky Lake develop966 International IH 516 plow,
Court will adopt a proposal for jury to set terms for a defenment. Family pet. No questions
4-row AC drill with spray Call
sentencing by judges instead dant within limits outlined in a
asked. 436-5849
382-2267.
of juries, Chief Justice John statute passed by the General
Palmore says.
Assembly.
But he told the interim ComPalmore said it is important
• 01,
mittee on Judiciary Wednes- for the legislative and judicial
r'11t;
day that the outcome really is branches of government to
not that important anyway.
know the powers of each.
HONEY YOu PE
SKIP THAT THIRD
"It wouldn't bother me if
I WENT RIGHT FOR )
"As long as we have a clear
‘
-cOVEREATING
LAMB 0-10P
they shot craps to see how idea of where the fence is that
THE FOURTH ONE
many years a fellow got," separates your property from
Palmore said.
ours, we'll be good
The chief justice said his in- neighbors," he said.
difference hinges on keeping
Palmore said that in any
the current parole system, issues among the two branI
which he indicated is the final ches, plus the executive brandeterminant of the length of ch, perhaps the most signifisentences.
cant question in any gray area
The proposal to allow state should be "which makes for
judges to pass sentence in better government?
state courts was made after a
Rep. Louie Guenthner, Rtwo-year study by a judicial Louisville, told Palmore there
subcommittee and was heard seems to be no clear line on
NO, BUT I
THIS MAN
MIGHT KNOW
last month- by the state whether the legislature or
A3U SEEK,
SOMEONE WHO
Supreme Court, which is not judicial branch regulates the
HOW DO YOU
DOES. I NEED
expected to decide the issue practice of law in Kentucky.
CALL HIM
A DRINK TO
until next summer.
Ave got you covered,Americo
There is no question" but
REFRESH
MY MGM:RV.
The same proposal has been that the Supreme Court does
PLEASE
rejected twice in the past so, Palmore replied.
We lads fob. 20, 19111
decade.
Rep. Harry Moberly, D"I think it would probably Richmond, said that since the
be a good change," Palmore Kentucky Bar Association is
told the lawmakers.
an arm of the Supreme Court,
But he voted against it "are we lawyers (in the
previously "because I didn't legislature I not in conflict?"
want to see a conflict with the
"I think not," Palmore said
701 Sow* 4* St.
legislature," he said, adding "I wouldn't worry about it."
72341121
By SY RAY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
given state Agriculture Cornnussioner Alben Barkley II a
draft of his proposed executive order which would
assume authority over promotion and export of farm products.
James King, the governor's
cabinet secretary, said
Barkley plans to review the
order and contact Brown for a
third meeting.
The two met last Monday at
the governor's Lexington
home to discuss their differences in operation of the
agriculture agency.
King described Wednesday's session as "short ani
cordial."
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19. Farm Equipment

22. Musical

255 Massey Ferguson tractor
500 hours. with 3,16- plows,
9 International wheel disc. 4fft International planter 4row Birch cultivator All like
new 753-3919 after 4 pm

1978 Baldwin Spinet piano
Spruce sound board excellent
condition $1100 Peavey 200
Watt amp head and cabinet
with two 14 inch speakers
$500 Call 753-5889

20. Sports Equipment

3IE

28. Mob. Home-Rents 32. Apts. For hat

For rent 2 bedroom trailer
very clean, approximately 2'7
miles 011 641 South No pets
753-8436
Two bedroom mobile homes
water furnished One for $90
one for $80 plus deposit
24. Miscellaneous
Highway 121 South one mile
Firewood. 18--24'' seasonpl, out of city limits 753-5405
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
Very nice 2 bedroom, furnished
rick, delivered Call 753-8536
trailer Call 753-9080 or 753Firewood, seasoned oak and 9036 atter 5 pm
hickory, 18-, 24' Chamsaws
repaired
sharpened
Tree 30. Business Rental
removal 489-2327 489-2853

43. Real Estate
'
4ITUsed_ Cars

Nice one bedroom, furnished
apartment 1533949

2
4)44211)

New 2 bedroom duplex large
closets outside storage Lease
and deposit No pets 7530814

z:317::-1222

Two bedroom furnished apart
intent, some utilities paid $150
per month 753-8119
Two bedroom furnished duplex
at 411 N 5th, Murray Call 492
8225
Unfurnished redecorated. 2
bedrooms Married couples only References and deposit Call
492-8594

19/3 Dodge Polar& good.con
Mon. $375 Call 759-1610
1979 T-bud. Ttop red. loaded
$5495 153-9110
19/6 Volkswagen Rabbit. 2300r recl with "Atte pwstripe,
automatic
transmission,
48 000 miles $2875. Excellent
condition 753-1675.
50-A4MJC6
1974 Chevy Tandem dump
with new rubber cluti'h. and
pressure plate Take over
payments 753-1261
1980 C1-5 Jeep 6 cylinder, 4.
speed, tilt wheel. AM-FM stereo
radio, 14.000 miles, one
owner After 6 pm call 753
4007.

53. Serviceilifered
Insulation blown in by Sears
save en these high heating and
cboling bills Call Sears 153
2310 for tree estimate

ANOTHER
•
NEW LISTING
STUDIO
CARTER
•
Quality 4 bedroom
•
'home near Murray
u,
i5
8295
•
High School, fresh on
the market. Home has
K
& K Stump Removal. Do you
recently
been
need stumps removed from
redecor.ated
tour
yard or land cleared of
throughout, insulated
Mini
•••••• ,,elbr.100
Ford pickup truck, F-100. Real
stumps" We can _ remove
to
TVA
standards,
and
Warehouse
nice, in tip top share. Farm
stumps up to 24 below the
cham-link
addwagon. Hog feeders, flat top ground heaving only sawdust
Shrrage Spoc•
It-louses For Rent "When you buy a Chrysler, sir, you're help- ed aroundfencing
backyard.
ID hole. Also 2 killing hogs Joe
niceing to reduce the national debt."
and chips Call for free
For Rent
immediately
Available
.
'Excellent
location
and
B. Smith. 753-1348.
estimate Bob Kemp 435-4343
country home with cook stove.
753-4758
excellent price - upper
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
22. Musical
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick
bath and utility room Couple,
50's. Phone 753-1222,
1974 GMC Van Call between 9 1& B Residential Carpet CleanCall 474-8005 after 4 pm
43. Real
no pets_ references, deposit 43. Real Estate
32. Apts. For Rent
Kopperud Realty, and
am and 6 prri. 759-1359.
ing 159-1147
$150 Call 753-7551
let the "Home Team"
• Wood for sale. 436-2758_
some for
Two bedroom starter'
Apartments for rent, near
111LIMIT REALTY, NFL.
1973 International 1600 truck, Mobile home anchors under
go to work for you.
For rent Furnished 2 bedroom
new family or the lust retired
Murray.
downtown
753-4109
26.
TV-Radio
1960
Fie
urn.,
limalon
do
so.
Spinet-Console
air-conditioned power steer- pinning vinyls, aluminum and
house $165 per month.
AWN.6,41. mal saw.
CLOSE TO
Located on Irvan Street near
ing, radio 14 bed $3500 fiberglass roofs sealed, patio
Piano
23 Inch black and white, For rent 2 bedroom apartment deposit required No children.
FARMS HOMES
schools, shopping. churches
UNIVERSITY
maple television $30 753- with living room and large kit- no pets 14 miles out on 121
753-8061
Planted: Responsible
,
BUSINESSES
awnings. aluminum carports
Asking $18 500 Call Spann
Another new listing
chen dining area Has range, North
-3371
Lace AND RECREATIONAL
party to take over low
1979 Jeep Wagoneer. one single or doubles Jack Glover
753-2984
Realty Associates 753-7724
near
the
university.
refrigerator, dishwasher. gar
PROPERTY
monthly payments on
_
owner. 3000 miles. Call 436- 753-.1873.
Pioneer SA 6500 II 40 watt
Proud older brick
f
For rent 2 bedroom house, N
fittings neededt Offices
spinet piano. Can be
2421
stereo amp and Pioneer TX bage disposal, washer. dryer 13th Basement, gas heat.
home on wooded lot.
Need work on your trees' Topphookup
camFirst
floor.
Near
Coast
Buyers
to
Coast.
problems
Tired of the
6500 II stereo tuner 2 years
seen locally. Write
Fireplace in living
ing pruning, shaping corn
carpet. electric stove 753Everywhere.
from
of rental property?
old Sold only as a pair $350 pus References. 753-7114
credit manager: P.O.
plete removal and more Ca,
room, formal dining
1615.
FOR
"free"
Catalog.
SALE
For rent- Nice furnished 1
Call 753-1940
Then call us and see
box 537 Shelbyville,
room,3 bedrooens, and
8
B53
0116ER'S TREE SiRVICE
STROUT
REALTY
Partially
bedroom
furnished
2
77 GMC Jimmy
what alternatives are
professional tree care 753Ind. 46176.
attached garage. Sell-.
Wanted Responsible party to bedroom apartment. Inquire house, North 6th. No pets_
lo• I. Ion.&maw
available. Coleman
I 711 C•Iihre•• Rd
take over payment on color t v 100 S 13th Street.
mg to settle estate. Ofloaded
Deposit and lease required.
Mon,
Real Estate, 753-9898.
Warranty. Clayton s J & B Furnished apartment for rent, - Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
fered in the mid 40's
Professional
painting,
753-01.6
blue/white. Acliving
room
bedroom
combine
Music,
753-7575
through
Kopperud
paperhanging paneling ComMust sell to month old console
A•Ms•
Two bedroom house, 1 ky miles
hon.
large
per
$150
kitchen.
tual
Realty, 711 Main
mercial or residential 20 years
miles
piano, yours for paying off 27. Mobile Home Sales
month all utilities paid. Small on 641 South, $175, deposit.
Street
experience Free estimates'
balance or taking up monthly.
34,2200.
753753-4699.
deposit
required.
Still
Phone
Kit:
753I
11%
Fixed rate owner financ759 1987
Payments 753-7575
MAGNAVOX
3132 after 6 pm
& PROPIRTV mANAGI WW1
8958 home or
Two bedroom house for rent, ing is available on this 3
Low cost home loin money
Anneal Saloll
bedroom
brick home at 1627
Furnished 2 bedroarn apart- pear hospital. Call 75348049.
won't last tor*. For ..applica7594499 shop.
COURTNEY SMALL
Great Savings
ORG6S
ment for girls or married cou- Three bedroom plus central Hamilton Airenue lust west of Mr Execriffild7 If you were ever tioris, incomes can vary up to
ow
1.•.'
ENGINE REPAIR 8,
MSU.
believe
John
an
advertisement,
Smith Gallery of to
Anneal Salo!
ple. Near University Call 753- hear air-conditioned, carpeted.
$22.500 for a five member
and stereos
believe this one! This hand- family Give us a 411 now at 51. Campers
'Flew 44•44911 Si tilt
SAW SHOP Cold3106
-refrigerator and stove, washer Homes. 753-7411
some tn-level is brick and wood 753-1492 for information on For sale Four
.14 peymesh
CLAYTON'S
motor homes. 2
water, 489-2853.
Furnished, one bedroom apart- and dryer hookup, basement.
•4 year worrvoty
with wrought iron fenced court this'10 7/8% interest Yes, you GMC's 1 Dodge
campus.
Call
JAI Music
from
-half
block
arranged for
ment. Zimmerman Apartments,
Now
picture
yard.
this
home
read right - under 11% on a 25 office 1 Ford Chassie. Broham
CLAYTON'S
753-5885 after 5 pm.
S 16th St., 753-6609.
753-7575
setting amongst dozens of tall year term. Dial 73-1492 We'll body Contact Howard Brandon Stop, For all your repair needs
JAB Music
roofing, carpentry. plumbing
beautiful trees- with a gorgeous help you Century 21 Loretta at B &
One room efficiency -apart- Three bedroom house in
B.B.rokers. Inc.. 701 S. -and etectrint
1914 Double wide mobile ment. $90 Located at
753-7575
work- look TRY
-"fawn underneath This spacious, jobs, Realtors
cornet Baywood Vista near Kentucky
12th
St.
home, 2406, partially furnish- of 16th and Olive St,
more! Cad 753-9226 or 753home has everything., game
across Lake. 2 baths, kitchen, living
BOYD-MAJORS
ed or unfurnished All electric from University. Call
53. Services Offered 9623 We'll do your lob large or
room with free standing
753-4793. room, dining room, built-in
TrEiterminating
with baseboard electric heat
=Mb
REAL ESTATE
cooking unit wood burning
fireplace, family room with
Alcoa Aluminum or vinyl siding small All work done to your
One
bedroom,
furnished
apartVery, easily heated $7500
753-8080
stove. Also central electric
cedar paneling brick fireplace.
and trim Aluminum trim for satisfaction.
ment.
air,
carpeted,
one
block
Phone 1-354-6217
heat. Rent $160 per month in
built in bookcases (very warm
MUGS CALL
brick houses Jack Glover, 753- Will haul driveway white rock
Professional Services
753-1222
from University. $115 per mon- advance. Call 753-1720.
and inviting) U-shaped kitchen
1265 Furnished, washer, th. 759-4538.
1873.
With The Fnendly Touch"
and Ag time. also have any type
•
has quality cabinets and loads
bedroom, stove,
Three
-• / dryer, air-conditioner, under.,!AU
Custom made cabinets. music of brown or white pea gravel
of
ceramic
3
bedrooms,
LARGE
3
full
RUSTIC
pinning and storm straps good Private garage apartment. 2 refrigerator, garbage disposal.
Also
do backhoe work Call
CLASSIC
centers. book cases, hutches.
bedrooms, stone and washer, dryer. Call 753-5094
baths,. Call 753-1492. We can't
HOME AND
Call 474-2342
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or •
CHARM
Reasonable 436-2566. _
Kelley's Termite condition
refrigerator
begin to tell it all, Oh yes.
furnished.
13
ACRES
753-6763
1523 Oxford Dr. in
1976 New Moon 14x80 Ap- carpeted, newly decorated, Three bedroom house. 4 miles
Concrete and block work. Block
owner will consider partial
Just listed this choice
& Pest Control
Canterbury - Spacious financing and owner wants ofpointment only. Call 753-2219 central gas No pets
south, reference and deposit
garages. basements, driveways. Wet basement' We make wet
Couple
property which inPhone 153-3914
2-story
home
on
woodrequired.
Phone
753-6753.
walks. •patios, steps. 'free -basements dry, weak completefer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta
1974 Two bedroom, all elec- only. $200 plus deposit Call
cludes a modern home
ed lot, economical gas
753-2835.
tric, mobile home 759-4142
estimates. Charles Barnett ly guarenteed. Call or . write
Jobs. Realtors.
Three bedroom house near
in peaceful wooded
Morgan Construction
heat, 4 bedrooms, 2
Co
753-5476
M.S.0 $260- per month plus
setting. Several barns
Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah
baths, appliances,
deposit and references Call
1974 - 12x65 Schult
out-buildings,
and
Fence
sales at Sears now. Call KY 42001 or call day or night
draperies included,
753-8750 after 5 pm
Mobile Home with pull
fenced area for horses,
Sears. 753-2310 • for free 1-442-7026
.-.,, .•
sunken family room
.'. • •. •.P.
out
7
for
only
extra
living
located
estimate
and
for your needs.
37. Livestock-Supplies
....14:. ..i'•
.
.. .. 40. e•
-.....•
with fireplace. Lot 145
56. Free Column
•
.
space. Central electric
..,,,..•
'miles east of Murray.
-‘1'
•
.41,-,,..
Guttering
by Sears. Sears conno'
x
,For
sale'
140
approxTimothy
hay,
ni."`"
appr. 3200 Sq.
....
• ' • -Iheat and air. Located
Full .blooded German Police
Phone Kopperud Realm •4-..
tinous
gutters
•
instalked
per
.
imately
150
,bales.
Ft. under roof. Owners
Call 492.•
. •
..;'
on a large wooded lot.
dog. white, male. Free to good
753-1222, for all the
ty,
tour
specifications
all
Sears
8604.
moved out of state home 474-2342. Excellent buy!
details.
753-2310 for free estimate
$79,500.00 for quick
For sale. Registered Polled
Nice
1974,3
NEW
LISTING
57.
Wanted
bedroom,
2
.
sale.
Guttering by Sears. Sears conHereford bulls, cows with
scheduled and
qi-i,
bath, mobile home Completely remodeled
who hasnorscononenial
h .,..N.
tinous
indisidual
gutters
,
Would
'like
NEED
installed
per
to
MORE
rent
Burley
calves,
open
heifers.
bred
and
mfi•
brick home one block
ready to live in,
certifies tbat the Want Ad lor a
your specifications. Call Sears pounds for 1980 crop.. Call
ROOM?
Herd bangs and T.B aclimes,
Classified
This heieby
•I
8
ledges
from
the
university.
ocated
a
on.a
large lot
••7
.753-2310 for free estimate.
adtance lor
Panay
492-8996.
Then this is it, lovely 4
Rex Robinson,
credited
congad in
dais in Ow
Home is just like new
ith city water, close
.! •
41
lea leen clothe an additional seven not
BR., and study,Puryear. Tennessee. phone
item to he run
has
Oa
from
o
the
carpets
items
to
the
town. All this for
901-247-5487
situated on tree• 4.
adveilisement il the
ItttiVt, as no
1141
eeiling, plus new kitsame
• ,900.
Certilied lot
studded lot. This charREE MAR ARABIANS. Book
secutive days of he week
chen and bath.
{allot
1978
Holly
Park
3
thing
lisst
home
has
Robert?
large
your good mares for 1981
•o
sold during fne
Fireplace in living
Saturday, January the 10th, 10:00 A.M. at the late
bedrooms, 2 baths
living-dining area,
Adtertising Manage(
breeding season
Three
Classilied
room adds just the
Aunt May Jones' home place in Aurora, KY, just north
with living room addicountry
kitchen,
large
OW
stallions. 753-6126.
of Highway 80. Leave Highway 68 on Union Ridge
tion. Central heat and vU right touch. Offered in
rec. room, 2 baths,
Pets-Supplies
38.
...• I.
the mid 30's, and
air. Fully furnished.
',/iVag' '•
Church Rood, third loose.
elec. heat.. Less than
MtleTTC1
.,•'44.
owner will consider
AKC German Shepherd ,pup.
• r
• d..
This is the-Cadillac of
.
Will sell a house full of furniture, appliances, anreplacement cost at
.... •.
'
.
financing. Phone 753pies. registered
American
all mobile homes.
.
tiques, lots of glass and china pieces of depression,
only 852,900.
-•• 7 r
1222. Kopperud RealEskimo puppies Also guard
Located on a large lot
cost iron skillets, stone jars. mixing bowls, kerosene
ty, for full-time real
dogs. 502-554-2153.
with city water, good
lamps, trunk, antique dresser, pie safe, wardrobe,
estate
service.
garden spot, fruit
Dog obedience classes AKC
radios, oak lawn set lots of linens, quilts, kitchen
trees, and grape arGerman Shepherds and ANC Wooded lot provides serene setcabinet, stove, refrigerator, dinnette set, tredel
For
Sale
44.
Lots
bor. Close to town.
Austrailian cattle dogs_ Call ting for newly decorated three
sewing machine, couch, choirs, bedroom suite: nice
Tract of land approximately 17
436-2858
bedroom brick located lust
chest type home freezer, t.v., heaters, lots more
1.,•••sit• 10••••
I S3-3/IS
acres. level. cleared. 372 ft.
Soho.
113-IMPI
For sale trained 'ANC Labrador west of Southside shopping
good items.
II•Irie• WM. 11341146
frontage lust past Kingswood
Retriever. 5 years old. Call 753- Fenced backyard provides
for information call
Subdivision,
State
Highway
small
security
children
for
and
1841. •
l
1550. $35.000
el. loom Ir.I
703ts
pets. Glassed to back porch
Toy Fbx Terrier puppies for lust off U-shaped kitchen pro921-1403 after 6 pm
14 Words $5.80
sale 8 weeks old Call after 4 vides seclusion and privacY.
46. Homes For Sale
Merray-Callowav
pm, 753-6505.
Transferrable loan available
County Realty
For sale House to be moved.
White German Shepherd. 2 with lower than current in435-4128 Lynio Grave, KY
(502)753-0144
Call 753-3648
Dial 753years old. $ZO or best offer terest- -rate
304N 12thst
489-2115.
Must se411 3 bedroom. -1 bath.
1492...Century 21 Loretta lobs.
Motrr•y. ky. 43071 .
home with a large lot Under
Realtors.
41.
Public
Sale
F.H.A. approved loan Call 75918 Words $7.33
Flea Market, January 9th. 10th,
4784.
a.
11th 9 AM to 10 PM. Sunday
Two bedroom brick house in
12 A.M. Deadline for following days Publicafion
1 PM to -6 PM Held indoors
county 'on 19 acres $20.000
and outdoors at 2035 South li225
L.
P.
Miller
St.
firm.
Call 435-4193
ven Cobb Drive, Paducah,
Across From Community Center
; e•
formerly Stacey Chrysler
47. Motorcycles
builchng 442-5428 for inforOpen Hours
American Midlands
1980 Honda Express II for sale
mation or to reserve space:Sell that bicycle the kids no longer use or the loot locker you're had stored away lot SO
of Tennessee, Inc.
Call 759-1158
Mon. & Tues. 7:30-12:30
long there's sure to be someone looking lor scores of items you have around the house Mat you
Indoor sale. 1615 Hamilton. 9
1974 Suzuki 750 motorcycle,
Closed
Wednesday
no longer need
AM, January 9th and 10th Ap$375 Call 153 8428,after 5
We're So sure you'll tel results Iran your Murray ledger & Tinier Want Ad Mat we II quarto
pliances,
clothes.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 8:30-12:30
Dm
miscellaneous
Ire it with our new Two Week Warranty.
We're banking on you. America. with
TM-400 Suzuki dirt bike Sale
All you kart to do is place a seven day Mani Ad in our Classified section for any non
or swap for 3-wheeler Call
43. Real Estate
commercial item. or several items H your items do not sell within the tiro seven days. we will
753-3648
II
Cropland. timber
creek
rep the ad toe another consecutive week at no additional charge. with no complications tot you
Qualified applicant to American Midlands.
49.
Used Cars
blacktop road, good homesde
KIC=48t--nrys--e1X==i40=411
and no geestiom asked
Inc. can receive assistance for:
and good neighbors, all these
1975
AMC
Hornet
Hatchback.
6
Go though the house don't fotgel the attic and garage and gather tie liems you no longer
can be found on the 225 acre
$ Farm Purchases
cylinder automatic, power
kart I need lor Whet easier war to make erne sushi
farm located southeast ot New
$ Livestock and Machinery'
steering power brakes, air AM
Concord The landowners share
Bring In The Coupon Of Mail With Your Check to:
FMstereo. 59.000 miles, good
$ Farm Refinance
of the wheat crop already
condition $1750 Call 753$ Conversion from short term
will
be
included
planted
in
the
ADVANCE!
ALL ADS CASH IN
9181 or 753-8124
11011 Coldwater Rd., Advanced Tire braiding at 5 Points
to long term
sale of property Priced under
1973 Buick Regal. 350 engine,
Is Titerray, KY. Saterday, January 10, 10:00 a.m.
$500 per acre Owner financ
$ Leasing
Sport
wheels,
$795
Call
753Included in items to be sold will be pocket knives,
mg available
John C.
MINIMUM: $150.000
9710
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
tools, iewelry, furniture, TV's. office equipment,
1976 Monte Carlo Chevrolet
Sycamore. 753-0101. 753mirrors, gloss top tables tires, and tots of
air.
Power •steering
7531
miscellaneous.
conditioning, tilt wheel, cruise
This week o load of brass items ond figurines,
rontrol Nice tar 753-4487'
(In Nebraska call 402/334-5100)
To consign items to sell call
Norden. Tiournsam
liesameace
S
ALE
American Midlands, Inc.
g
502-365-7149 er
FOR
104 N.4th Street, Murray, Ky.
Reel Estoto
2945 S 132nd St.• Omaha. NE 68144
1970
Camara,
1969
502-365-3467
Member NAFCO
Sootiest& Coact Sq.
Ctrirysler Newport. Cell
Will be open all day Friday to accept items on conKerrey, Koshocky
With
offices
in Los Angeles, Dallas.
after 6:30 p.m. 753753-4451
signment. Will also hove soles on Jon. 17, 24 and 31. x
Offer Expires January 31, 1981
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville
0193.
>c.c.ocroc+000.0c.rnoro.
For sale Floating duck blind
steel construction 2 room,
14x25 feet, 1 year old 7535281 or 1533436
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced no
registration or red tape in Kentucky Country Boy Store. 9
miles west of Hopkinsville function KY 164-117 Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914

Estate

nn

lb. aft

.„...1.40.0..
.,.; Guaranteed
Want Ad ,
•
arranty
Two'Week NV

AUCTION SALE

Ledget &
. ...
-. • ..----.-,..-..,:::,,
.•

Times:

753-8080

film! air

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

WE'LL GUARANTEE
YOUR WANT AD!

753-3685

CONSIGNMENT
AUCTION

AGRICULTURAL LOANS

w
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Friday At
Local Chapel For
Ralph Scarbrough

Conventions Show Developments

Walter Burton Is
Dead At Age Of 84;
Funeral Is Friday

By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
other hazards
advice column on fanuly and
paid cruise to tire Hark:111ra,'
AP Special Correspondent
The panel included the career problems
sort of a get die
PHOENIX, Ariz. i AP) —
rekindled. So light tb.
senior vice president in "Dear Abby" for
Fortune's
fires up there on the Seventh
One reason for attending an charge of executive burnout in top
1001,
which
strikes
me
The funeral for Vi H.
as Floor, fellows,and
Walter A. Burton died Tueseditors convention, aside from the Gannett Newspapers, a
prepare fur
jumping into the crater at
Ralph) Scarbrough will be day at 1:15 p.m. at the Fulton
me the psychic banquet of job
the booze, the banquets and clinical psychologist who has Mount
St
Helens
to avoid ex- satisfactio
held Friday at 1 p.m at the
Hospital in Fulton. He was 84
nappypous duruig the slide a Los Angeles radio talk show
n.
ecutive burnout.
chapel of the Max Churchill
years of age and a resident of
shows, is to keep abreast of
maybe along the lines of the
Funeral Home with the Rev. Mayfield Route 1
new developnients in the field legendary
But with my luck. Di
Vienna
As I get it from the seminar,
Ronnie Adams officiating .
Mr. Burton was a retired
William Von Stein, our cor— or profession as newspaper psychoanalyst's clinic that
executive burnout entitles me
Pallbearers will be Dennis, farmer. He amyl his wife.
porate physician, will profolk call it when drinking on
advertised 'Three Couches, to some
"achievement orien- bably. diagnose
Terry, Tim, and Jeff Scar- Redus, who survives, had
the expense account.
No Waiting" and a former tation"
my execuhve
and
'
brough, nephews, Bobby
manageme
nt
been married for 62 yeas.
burnout as a bourbon
Without coming to Phoenix I
editor who had given up his stroking,"
which
could
Hodges, and Glenn Morrison.
take
He is survived by his wife;
might never have known
meltdown aggravated by ton
swivel chair, scissors and the form of
big bucks in the much
Bunal will follow 111 the Mur- three daughters — Mrs.
about executive burnout -and
sun at that editors congreen eye shade to write an pay envelope
or
an
all-expens
ray City ('emetery.
Kathryn
e
McClain, East
midcareer crisis and other
vention in Phoenix.
Friends may call at the
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Fay
benefits that go with our
funeral home.
West, South Fulton, Tenn
business-- (sips, profession.
Mr. Scarbrough, 52, died and Mrs. Dean Beasle
Turns out I'm too long in the
Tuesday at the General Oswego, Ill.; three sons
traces to have a midcareer
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. _
Zelph Ward Burton, Warren,
crisis, and I must say, I feel
He is survived by his wife, Mich., Bill Burton, Sedalia
(-heated.
Mrs. Faye Scarbrough, Route 1, and Hurshel Burton,
Well, maybe they had middaughter, Tina Rose Scar- Farmington Route 1.
career crises when I was
brough, and son, Ronnie Lee
Mr. Burton is also survived
halfway up the slippery slope
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. land is part of 474,000 acres in companies to mine the
Scarbrough, all of Cape by two sisters, Mrs. Otto
to-success called survival in
)AP ) -- The Tennessee Valley New Mexico, Wyoming, South uranium. Mullins said TVA's
Girardeau., Mo.; one brother, Schales, Mayfield Route 1,
The Associated Press). If so,
Authority is hoping a Navajo Dakota, Utah and Colorado on mineral rights lease for the
Brent Scarbrough, Murray and Mrs. Pearl Harris,
no one in personnel informed
Indian tribal nod will open the which TVA controls the land runs out soon and the
Cynthia Tambov)
Route 5.
Fulton; one brother, Harry
me of my rights. Come to
way for an accord allowing mineral rights.
agency wants to extend the arBurton, Sedalia; 11 grandthink of it, they didn't bust TVA to
mine uranium on the
"When you deal on Indian rangement.
children; seven great grandtheir butts or the stamp fund
tribe's New Mexico reserva- land and you have mineral
TVA acquired the mineral
children.
sending out my 20-year pin. I
tion.
rights- to the land from United
rights, you're only buying an
Funeral services will be
was in Saigon on the anniverThe federal agency wants option," TVA chairman S. Nuclear Corp., a firm which
held Friday at 1:30 p.m. at the
'sary, but the pin — a be clip - the
uranium for the same David Freeman said.
controls other lands with TVA
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
actually fin a country where reason
it holds mineral rights
Word has been received of Home, Mayfield, with William
TVA. a multi-service agen- or operates them for the agenno one wore ties) — arrived
to other western lands — to cy, proposes to provide the
cy. The Navajos have had difthe death of Joe T. Enoch who Hardison and James Shockley
four months later by sea mail,
power the nuclear reactors Navajos with planning
ferences with United Nuclear,
died from injuries sustained in officiating. Burial will follow
and
There
was
no accompanying
When the curtain opens on Sigma Alpha
which are at the heart of community development serincluding trying to get the
an automobile accident in the Highland Park
Iota women's letter saying they could arthe 49th annual "Campus music fraternity.
TVA's plan to accommodate vices and to help with water
• Wednesday night in St. Louis, Cemetery there.
firm to hire more Navajo
The staff in- range a sabbatical at Oxford
future power demands in the and air pollution problems and
miners on some lands.
Mo., where he resided.
Friends may call at the LightS" Feb. 12-15 at Murray cludes 45 chorus members and or Harvard to recharge
the old
State
University, three 23 cast members.
seven-state region it serves.
"The Navajodare interested
Mr. Enoch was the son of funeral home.
disruption caused by mining.
batteries
or
a
change
of
jobs
students
from
"There
the Murray
is potentially a lot of Mullins said the tribe would he
in a partnership with us where
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Enoch of
Performances will begin at or bareaus
if
I
was
feeling
area
.
will
be
involved in the 8:15 p.m. the evenings of
uranium on the reservation, asked to pay what the services
we could develop uranium for .
Warren, Mich., who survive.
Feb. emotional
exhaustion, found and
traditional theat—r"---Vser-TVA'i 1- iefit and some of our
unfro'" 7,--roc.thae wisjailiggier
, 13 and 14 and a matinee creative
ennui
or
.ciine
of
tfir"
Cymine
rc•crii
Mullia, TVA Is assistan )
community development exlit
will begin at 2 p.m. on Sunday,
P
tifotct
- liturn, TVA wants some
other syndromes you are en- director
graduate student, 1623 Olive Feb. 15. General
of fuels, said Wednes- long-term cooperation from
pertise would, be used to pay
Local survivors include two
admission titled to flaunt at the midstripe
St., is among script writers for tickets are $4:
day. "We are interested in a the tribe allowing TVA to hire
for some uranium," Freeman
aunts,
Mrs.
Clifton
$2.50 for senior marker on the gridiron
of
life.
the production.
long-term relationship."
said
(Elizabeth) Paschall and Mrs.
citizens and $3 for Murray
Rudy Whitlock, formerly of
If the well was empty," as
Members of the band in- State students
If the Indians are willing,
James Naomi)(
Rogers. He is Calloway County, now of Edwith IDs.
the
psychologi
sts
describe
a
Kent
TVA plans to hire firms to
Erlyn
also survived by one son, Greg dyville, died Wednesday at 8 clude
Tickets may be ordered by midcareer
crisis, I had to keep mine the uranium..
Enoch of Cape Girardeau, Mo. p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Eversmeyer,freshman,820 N. mailing a stamped, selfTVA is
dropping
the old bucket day operating two
nuclear power
The.funeral and burial ar- Paducah. He was 69 years of 19th St., who will play the addressed envelope with a after day and come
up with a
French
horn:
plants
and
Tern
and
Lynn
constructi
ng five
check for the proper amount story same
rangements are incomplete.
age.
as always.
EVANSVILLE:, Ind. 1AP) — Outpatient Clinic here.
McConnell, senior, Murray made out
others, serving a region into "Campus
NiPP. Whitlock was producYou can bet your Bide Cress cluding
Rt. 4.„,....who will play the Lights," and
He' said the Evansville
Tennessee and parts Evansville will be among 30
sent to Sigma shares I'm not going to
tion superintendent of the
let that of Kentucky, Virginia, North cities where - outreach center will operate from an intrumpet.
Alpha Iota, care of Cathy happen
Reed Crushed Stone Comin the area of ex- Carolina,
"Campus Lights" is written, Lefebvre,
Georgia, Alabama counseling centers for formal inner-city storefront
University Station, ecutive burnout. I know my
pany, Lake City, and was a
Vietnam-era veterans will and will offer counseling,
produced and directed by P.O. Box
2336, Murray, Ky., rights. I sat through a seminar and Mississippi.
member of the First Baptist
students. The plot • of the 42071.
crisis intervention, referral
TVA is awaiting approval by open later this year.
Church at Eddyville.
called "What About the Rest the
The U.S. Veterans Ad- and other services.
musical this year centers on a
Navajo Nation Tribal
Proceeds for the annual pro- of My Life,"
Ronald Blakely, 29, of BenBorn Feb. 13, 1911, in jean
which
the
ministrati
proon
said the new
factory where college duction go into
ton Route 5, was arrested Calloway County, he was the
a scholarship gram described as "a discus- Council on the deal, which centers
will join 91 similar
would involve about 2,000
Tuesday and charged with the son of the late James I.. students have summer jobs. fund for incoming music sion of burnout,
facilities
midcareer
opened by the VA in
acres on the tribe's reservaalleged rape of a 6-year-old Whitlock and Rena Roberts The 44th production has been students at Murray State.
crisis, family complaints and
written by Laurie Small of
tion north of Gallup, N.M. The major cities during 1980.
girl after a complaint was Whitlock.
The project is aimed at finHarrisburg, Ill., Greg Duncan
signed by the child's parents.
Survivors include his wife,
ding veterans who are still sufBlakely, who was arrested Mrs. Ophelia Whitlock; one of Poplar Bluff, Mo., and Cynfering psychological and other
ISLAND, Ky. (AP) — The
at his home by Kentucky State sister, Mrs. Mary Nobles, Pro- thia Turnbow of Murray.
effects of the war, but who Point Pleasant
Directing the production is
Ferry on the
Police and officers of the Mar- vidence; several nieces and
have been unable to find help Green River, which
Brad Price of Grayville,
sank Dec.
shall County sheriff's depart- nephews.
through
other
agencies.
More
than
100
Murray
15, may be back in business in
State
TEL AVIV, Israel 1AP ) — summer, Israeli newspapers
ment, was released from the
The funeral will be held Friteachers,
and
both
Don
Finance
Crawford,
head
students
of
the
are
involved in the Prime Minister Menachem predicted today.
two wePlcs but on a limited
Marshall County jail Wednes- day at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
Minister Yigael Hurvitz and
VA's national
Vietnam basis, its operators say.
production which is sponsored
Begin will quit unless a comBegin will resign next week,
day on a $20,000 surety bond.
the Dunn Funeral Home, EdEducation
Minister
outreach
Zevulun
program
this
in
year by Phi Mu Alpha setting the stage for
For the first few weeks, at
The incident is alleged to dyville, with the Rev. Phillip
early promise is reached on salary Hammer decide to stay
Washington, said it appears least, it
in ofwill operate only six
have occurred last summer Baysinger and the Rev. Larry men's music fraternity and elections, possibly by this demands by the nation's 58,000 fice, the
the Evansville facility will hours a
papers said.
day, and a flatwhile the girl and her family Mulberry officiating.
Hurvitz, seeking to cap an
serve the same 23-county area bottomed
fishing boat with a
were vacationing in Marshall
Burial will follow in the Elm
inflationary spiral that left
of Indiana, Kentucky and Il- 35-horsepower
motor will proCounty, according to state Grove Cemetery in Calloway
Israel with the world's highest
linois that is served by the VA vide its power.
police detective Ron Murphy.
County.
inflation rate — 131 percent —
Blakely was arraigned
Friends may call at the
last year, has threatened to
before District Judge Sid funeral home after 5 p.m. toquit if the Begin government
Easley Tuesday afternoon. He day ( Thursday)
gives in to -the teachers'
is scheduled to appear in MarBy ROBERT H. REID
demands for higher pay, while
. extra 30 minutes on the job pying a governmen
t
building
shall Circuit Court on Jan. 15.
Associated Press Writer
each day.
in the town of Ustrzynki Dolne Hammer says he resign if the
WARSAW, Poland AP) — •••":`Nof— everyone was.
refused to negotiate with a teachers don't get salary
Mom of dick GI L71:fi 464,44
4
A new confrontation between unanimous in this complicated
hikes.
we, MT, Softy, Arniihed to the
government delegation led by
lador & Tem by £3090 .6 Michigan,
Poland's independent labor matter." JagieIski said.
The resignation of either
LOUISVILLE.. Ky. t API IUSDAI —
Stanislay.'
Ciosek.
a
minister
0,11
hilrniy,
9,
are
so ham,
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
movement and the communist "Howel7er, taking into acwithout portfolio responsible minister would almost cer300: cmnpared to Wednesday's close not
government appears to be tak- count all factual arguments, a
tainly topple the government,
Industrial Average
enough of any class for accurate price
. 4.113
for trade union affairs.
Air Products .
4.
tent, demand for limited slaughter cows
04 -4
ing shape over the 40-hour close study of the possibilities
Jan Wolinski, a spokesman and the newspapers said there
American Motors
46. At
poor, these generally 1.00ilower ; utility
work week.
Was Bartle hope a compromise
and the economic aspects for Solidarity's regional
Ashland
. 36's unc
cows 42.0045.50; cutter 39.00-42.50;
office -could
American Telephone
The presidium of Solidarity, basic for every citizen, the in
504 +4
be found.
-slaughter bulls grade 1-2 1000-1905 lb
nearby
Rzeszow,
Chrysler
claimed
544 inc
54.00-61 00: few good and choice
the nation's largest indepen- government expects that its
Israel is scheduled to hold
Ford Motor
1979
the government delegation
Van
DI% -'.
slaughter calves 360-410 lb 56.5056.00;
11:II,Van American ConversionChev.
GA F
dent union with about 10 decision will meet with
134 -4
feeder steers small and median frame
Blue, blue interior, 4 chairs,
"cannot undertake any deci- parliamentary elections in
General Dynamic
.44,X4 -4
1-2360-440 lb 61.25-65 75. 665-955 lb 57.0°sofa
members,
million
was ex- understanding on the part of sion and is
November, but the balloting
makes bed, extra storage compartme
General Motors
'"" 464 -4
not authorized to
nt, power
63.00. heifers medium frame 2400-635 lb
General Tire
pected to give final approval the crews and trade unions."
194 unc
could be pushed up to the
steering, power brakes, air condition,
50.00-56.50. stock cows medium frame 1
sign any agreements."
AM-FM stereo
Goodrich
Z364 -4
today to .a demand for a five800-950Ib 3-6 year olds 42,00-46 00.
ape, fancy exterior, approx. 20,000
Solidarity claims the GdanGoodyear
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